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our tribe changes the game by
NOT ACCEPTING ordinary. They are customer 
evangelists and marketing natives, operating in
a data driven, digitally enhanced age. THEY LIVE
AT THE FRONT OF TRENDS and new technologies, 
bringing insight, understanding and immersive 
experiences to their customers. They recognise 
that to be truly successful, they must put the 
customer at the heart of their company  
strategy. Our tribe build outstanding brands  
and businesses.

Welcome to our 2018 Salary & Market Insights Survey, run by Alternatives in conjunction with the 
Marketing Institute of Ireland, the fifth year of our collaboration.

With almost 1200 respondents from the marketing, digital, data and customer focused community across 
Ireland, this survey has become the ultimate salary and benefits benchmarking guide, as well as a true 
barometer of sentiment. 

It is robust and an invaluable source of data and insight. It may help you in your own career development 
or indeed help you to shape and lead your own team of market and customer focused talent within your 
organisation.

Thank you for your participation in this. We hope you find it an interesting read.

Bernie Keogh  
Managing Director,  
Alternatives Group 

Tom Trainor 
Chief Executive,  
Marketing Institute of Ireland 

salary, market insights & sentiment 
survey 2018
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The 2018 Salary, Market Insights & Sentiment Survey is the largest 
survey of its kind for the Irish marketing, digital, data & customer talent 
community.

It provides insight into current consumer & market sentiment; the 
strategic and evolving role of marketing; the resource available to 
it and the skill sets required to future-proof it. Above all it provides 
unparalleled, benchmarked information, on the salaries, benefits  
and engagement, by level and role, of this community.

The survey was conducted between June and August 2018.

Female 
Respondents

Male 
Respondents

Over 25 different 
industry sectors 
included

Represented across 
small, medium & large 
businesses

Participants

survey participation
A

1,181

snapshot

Please note that all content of this survey is the copyright and 
intellectual property of Alternatives and should not be used  
without the prior written authorisation of same.

83%
Located  
in Dublin

55%

68% 32%

Working in Irish  
owned companies

45%
Working in
multinationals
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Other
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Financial Services

IT / Tech

Agency

66% of survey participants are at mid 
to senior level and have budget and 
people responsibility.

First to second role in 
career -1 to 4 years’ 

experience typically e.g. 
Marketing Executive

SUPPORT

14%

5 to 9 years’ typically 
e.g. Brand Manager

PRACTITIONER

20%

Typically with budget and 
people responsibility e.g. 
Marketing Manager

MANAGER

35%

With budget and people 
responsibility e.g. Commercial 
Director, Head of Marketing

HEAD OF/DIRECTOR

32%

For the fifth year running, customer sentiment in the 
marketplace is a lot or a little better than the year before 
(62%) and in particular for construction/real estate, 
manufacturing, gaming, financial services and hotel/
leisure sectors.

7% of respondents feel sentiment has worsened and 
although all sectors remain optimistic, there is a relatively 
higher level of discontent in sectors such as logistics, agri, 
media, motor, travel, utilities and agencies.

How is client or customer sentiment 
in your marketplace vs last year?

A lot better

A little better

The same

A little worse

A lot worse

20%

48%
24%

7%

1%

18%

46%
27%

8%

1%

16%

46%
32%

6%

1%

In this section we review customer sentiment in the marketplace, anticipated 
trading conditions in the year ahead and the potential impact of Brexit by sector.

55% of respondents feel that trading 
conditions will improve in the year 
ahead, down slightly on 57% last year.

36% expect conditions to stay the same 
and 9% to deteriorate.

The most positive sectors are gaming, 
construction/real estate, hotel/leisure, 
agri and healthcare. 

Motor, pharma/OTC, media, 
e-commerce, drinks and retail are all 
relatively more negative about future 
trading than other sectors.

11%

10%

10%

9%

6%

6%

6%

5%

4%

4%

3%

3%

3%

3%

3%

2%

2%

2%

2%

2%

2%

1%

1%

1%

1%

Improve

Stay the same

Deteriorate

survey participation market sentiment
B

respondents by sector

respondents by level

2016 2017 2018

How do you expect trading conditions to perform over the next 12 months?

TOTAL

55% 36% 9%

Gaming

Construction/Property

Hotel/Leisure 

Agri

Healthcare & Medical

Prof/Biz Services

Manufacturing

IT/ Tech

Financial Services

Travel/Airlines

Education

Telco/ICT

Agency

Retail

Not for profit

Drinks

Government

Pharma & OTC

FMCG 

E-commerce

Utilities/Energy

Media & Publishing

Logistics & Transport

Motor

Average

51%

71%

80%

44%

39%

58%

62%

41%

88%

43%

70%

76%

64%

29%

65%

31%

28%

44%

43%

68%

47%

52%

59%

32%

55% 36% 9%
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What level of impact do you expect Brexit to have on your organisation in Ireland?

With Brexit now just around the corner and 
exit mechanisms as yet unresolved, it is 
perhaps surprising that 36% of respondents 
only feel that Brexit will have a negative or 
very negative impact on their organisations in 
Ireland. One third anticipate that the overall 
impact will be neutral.

Sectors that are most concerned are 
government and logistics sectors. Pharma/
OTC, drinks, retail, FMCG and agri also 
anticipate a more negative than average 
impact of Brexit on their businesses. 

9% anticipate a positive impact, with 
construction, education and professional 
services again foreseeing the greatest gains.

As per last year 19% remain unsure of the 
impact on their businesses.

In this section we look at the role of marketing, how it is perceived 
and whether it has board representation. We explore the ownership 
marketing has for customer focused areas within their organisations.

Of critical concern for the marketing community is 
the perception of their strategic and commercial 
value add within their businesses. This year we asked 
participants if marketing played a strategic role in 
their organisation and specifically if marketing had 
board representation.

42% of respondents said that marketing is perceived 
as a strategic, revenue driving partner and has 
board representation. An additional 21% feel they are 
perceived as strategic, but do not have representation 
on the board.

An unchanged 22% of respondents feel they are 
perceived simply as a support function, with just 14% 
saying that marketing is perceived as lying somewhere 
in between.

Marketing is seen as playing higher up the value chain 
and is most represented at board level in sectors that 
are very brand and consumer focused such as drinks, 
gaming, e-commerce, FMCG and motor.

Conversely marketing plays more of a support role in 
sectors such as construction, logistics, professional 
services, education and healthcare. 

Strategic with No Board

Strategic with Board

Support

In between

Which of the following best describes how the marketing 
function is perceived within your organisation?

market sentiment the evolving role of marketing
C

0% 20 40 60 80 100
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Average

14%

22%

42%

21%

TOTALS
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Logistics & Transport

Average

88%

88%

68%

56%

56%

48%

47%

46%

44%

44%

43%

43%

41%

40%

40%

36%

32%

31%

30%

29%

29%

22%

18%

29%

43%

0% 20 40 60 80 100

Neutral

Negative

Positive

Don’t know

79%

71%

64%

61%

59%

57%

57%

57%

52%

47%

35%

34%

33%

32%

28%

28%

27%

27%

25%

25%

22%

22%

21%

21%

37% 35% 10% 19%

21% 21% 15%
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 Marketing  
is lead 

Responsibility 
Shared

No,  
elsewhere 

N/A

Digital communications 78% 12% 4% 6%

Digital strategy 69% 18% 7% 6%

Data analytics 38% 31% 23% 9%

Customer experience 36% 39% 17% 6%

Lead generation 36% 30% 23% 13%

Proposition development 36% 33% 21% 10%

E-commerce 32% 24% 17% 27%

Business strategy 23% 47% 24% 6%

Product management 26% 25% 37% 13%

Pricing 17% 24% 46% 13%

In this year’s survey we looked at some of the key “customer” 
focused areas, to see if marketing takes lead responsibility, 
shared responsibility, or if responsibility for these growing and 
critical areas lies elsewhere. We have also broken out digital 
communications from digital strategy for the first time.

There is little difference between this year’s results and last 
year’s. The Marketing function continues to take a lead in 
digital communications and strategy. It plays a key and 
somewhat increasing role in the dynamic area of data 
analytics. It plays a key role directly or working with another 
function, in shaping customer experience, business strategy, 
proposition development, as well as e-commerce. Marketers 
with experience in all of these areas are in high demand. 

 

In key areas such as leading business strategy, product 
management and pricing, marketing plays a more limited role. 

For those who said marketing was perceived as strategic 
and on their board, there was a significantly higher lead 
ownership of each of these areas, but in particular higher 
levels of responsibility than the survey average were noted for 
customer experience, e-commerce, proposition development, 
lead generation and digital strategy. 

Ensuring the marketing function has the ambition, talent 
and the skills to lead the customer agenda and the voice 
of the customer is critical if we are to truly evolve the role 
of marketing from its more traditional communications or 
support role.  

areas falling under the lead remit of the marketing department

where marketing plays lead role

Digital comms Data analytics Customer 
experience

Lead 
generation

Proposition 
development

E-commerce Product 
management

Business 
strategy

PricingDigital 
Strategy

78%

69%

38% 37% 36% 36%
32%

26%
23%

17%

79%

72%

44%
42%

38%

48%

35% 36%
33%

22%

Average

Where marketing 
considered strategic 
and on board

where responsibility for digital lies

These results reflect what we are seeing on a daily basis, namely that digital is increasingly not 
housed in a separate function but is integrated across the business and as far as digital strategy and 
communications are concerned, the marketing function now predominantly drives these. It does not 
however mean that digital specialists are not required-far from it. It just means that in addition to all 
marketers becoming more digitally savvy, digital specialists are often now a more integral part of the 
marketing team, whilst also playing a role as the go to specialists for the business when required.

Most organisations continue to build their data capability, some in stand-alone units, others within 
marketing or across the organisation. The big question is, if the aim is to embed analytics into the 
business, do companies of the future need separate analytics teams or a company where analytics is 
part of the DNA? The answer may be simple, but the implementation complex. 

Within a separate 
digital function

12%

All/most within the 
marketing function

61%
All/most in IT/tech 

function

4%

Lies in a variety  
of functions

18%

Digital not a big 
focus for us

5%

the evolving role of marketing the evolving role of marketing

where responsibility for data analytics lies

Within a separate 
data analytics 

function

22%

All/most within the 
marketing function

35%
All/most in IT/tech 

function

7%

Lies in a variety  
of functions

24%

Data analytics not 
a big focus for us

10%
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the evolving role of  
marketing, for success

12 13

A profession unlike any other in terms of the 
incredible diversity of roles and skill sets

Today the role of marketing is incredibly varied and increasingly specialist with significant 
variations in terms of functions, skill sets, expertise and KPIs across businesses and 
industry sectors as technology and data drive much of the transformation happening 
in business. It has never been a more exciting time to be a marketer as many businesses 
align their focus to the central goal of marketing which is to drive profitable growth by 
creating value for the customer. Indeed, the use of new technologies aided by data and 
analytics makes it easier today for marketers in certain industry sectors to segment and 
target customers with precision in real time and to demonstrate their effectiveness at 
generating demand and converting intention to purchase along the customer journey in 
a way that has never before been possible.

Responsibilities and metrics also vary  
between companies and industry sectors

Commonly most CMOs/Marketing Directors and their teams have responsibility for 
marketing strategy and implementation, brand strategy, insight generation and 
customer metrics – but beyond that the range of responsibilities from pricing to 
sales, innovation, lead or demand generation, corporate reputation, digital strategy, 
e-commerce, customer experience, data analytics and distribution differs significantly 
between sectors. The survey results suggest that in some sectors such as construction, 
logistics, professional services, education and healthcare, marketing tends to be viewed 
as a less strategic function limited to brand and communications and as a cost rather 
than an investment, but in many sectors such as drinks, food, gaming, e-commerce and 
motor, marketing plays a central role in determining the business strategy to achieve 
commercial objectives and drive growth with marketers often having P&L responsibility.

Differing attitudes and understanding  
of what the role of marketing is persist

The variations in responsibilities and metrics can be explained by differing attitudes 
and understanding of what marketing is and what it can deliver. Indeed, the increased 
complexity and varied nature of marketing today makes it a challenge for companies 
when it comes to determining the role marketing should play in the company and 
hiring CMOs. Frequently there is a mismatch between the expectations of the firm 
and the actual remit of the role because of the general confusion and lack of uniform 
expectations about the role of marketing in general and the knowledge and skill 
differences among marketers. It is common for job descriptions to describe a role in 
which the CMO is expected to change the overall performance of the business yet 
doesn’t oversee the pricing, innovation, CX, sales and distribution channels or budgets to 
deliver it. Or classically for a company to say they want to become more customer driven 
and customer focused without the actual appetite to invest in those areas and change 
how they operate.

The common traits of the most successful  
marketers and marketing teams

Many of Ireland’s most successful marketers overcome these challenges by essentially 
co-creating their role, responsibilities and metrics with their CEO or senior executive team 
after detailed discussions regarding the future strategy of the organisation, organisation 
structure and short to long term commercial objectives, thereby avoiding the pitfall of a 
mismatch between expectations, responsibilities and actual ability to have an impact.

Successful senior marketers are also very adept at understanding that companies have 
different needs, challenges and goals and they adapt their discourse to speak the same 
language as the business. So, for example in FMCG the discourse is centred on consumer 
insights, brand and innovation; in Financial Services, Utilities and Tech, the language of 
marketers will be around customer and products, proposition development or CX; in B2B 
organisations it will shift from customer to client, from brand to reputation, from values to 
culture, depending on the context  
and the audience. 

Successful marketing teams also ensure their focus and metrics are aligned with the 
commercial objectives of the business. They learn the language of the boardroom and 
seek to align marketing activity to the business metrics which matter to the executive 
team. Where they are not in the position to take on end to end commercial metrics due 
to lack of ownership of the end to end sales funnel, they work with their peers in sales, 
product management and technology to agree and co-share relevant metrics. 

Successful marketers also demonstrate tremendous dexterity and agility in their thinking 
and are empirical in their approach.  They challenge, create hypotheses about marketing 
interventions, ask which behaviourial assumptions would need to be correct for their 
hypothesis to hold true and what data would disprove it. They are willing to change their 
minds publicly when new data proves them wrong and experiment and learn from failure. 
They are more attached to demonstrating effectiveness and delivering ROI than the 
campaigns they develop. Critically they recognise that although the principles of great 
marketing remain the same whatever the sector, the brand or whatever names it goes 
by, it is there to serve the interests of the business and not the other way around. They 
inculcate this understanding within their teams.

A bright future

Marketing remains one of the truly customer centric and market focused functions within 
the organisation which can directly impact how and the frequency with which customers 
purchase or engage with the business.  Which other function in an organisation has 
to the same extent such a strategic view of the customer and how to grow a brand or 
business-as well as the ability to partner internally with other parts of the business and 
externally-to drive that growth?

As long as we continue to nuance our discourse, align our activities to the business 
metrics which matter and resolutely seek to achieve and demonstrate commercial 
effectiveness while building great brands, products and services that customers will 
want to buy, the future looks bright. Indeed, there is significant reason to believe that as 
long as we are ambitious enough, we will continue to go all the way to the top in ever 
increasing numbers.

salary, market insights & sentiment survey 2018salary, market insights & sentiment survey 2018
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marketing resource, 
budgets and spend

D

In this section we review the levels and focus of marketing resources.

marketing team size

Marketing teams in Ireland are relatively small. 62% of 
respondents work in marketing teams of 10 or less, with 
45% in teams of 5 or less. 57% of respondents in Irish 
owned companies work in teams of 5 or less, compared 
to 30% of multinationals.  

In terms of sectors, NFP, agencies, construction, 
education, motor, retail, pharma, FMCG, hotels, 
government sectors are all more likely to have smaller 
marketing teams. 

Those working in larger teams make up 14% of 
respondents. There is a slight increase this year in those 
working in teams of 60+. Bigger teams of 40+ are found 
in drinks, e-commerce, financial services, gaming, tech, 
telco and retail.  

Multinationals also have larger teams. 31% work in 
marketing teams of 20 plus, vs 12% of Irish owned 
companies.

62%

60% 18%

17% 6%

9% 5% 8%

5% 9%

1-10 11-20TEAM SIZE

2017

2018

21-40 41-60 60+

Budget sizes are up somewhat on last 
year. Less respondents plan to have 
budgets of €100k or less and more 
are planning to invest in the €1-5m 
and €5-10m ranges.  

28% foresee an increase in investment 
(vs 33% last year), 14% a decrease in 
spend, with just over half predicting a 
similar budget to last year. 

As with previous years there is a 
direct correlation between marketing 
spend and whether the business 
is a multinational or Irish owned, 
with higher budgets invested by 
multinationals.

estimated marketing budgets for 2018-2019

25%

20%

22%

13%

10%
11%

0  
-  

€100K

€100K 
- 

€500K

€500K 
- 

€1m

€1m 
- 

€5m

€5m 
- 

€10m

€10m+

0 - €100K €100K - €500K €500 - €1m €1 - €5m €5 - €10m €10m+ TOTAL 
SURVEY

Irish owned 34% 24% 10% 19% 7% 7% 56%

Multinational 13% 14% 9% 26% 16% 22% 44%

marketing resource, 
budgets and spend

top three areas of marketing spend over the next 12 months

% of respondents top 3 
areas of spend

digital spend 
Estimated percentage of the marketing budget  
to be spent on digital marketing this year

Once again, Digital is in the top 3 areas of spend 
for 90% of respondents, with content and social 
media the top focus area of spend this year. 

As last year, ATL spend is in the top 3 for 58% of 
respondents. TV is up on last year. 

The focus on creating immersive experiences for 
consumers is evident, with events again coming 
in the top 3 areas for 40% of respondents. This is 
up from 35% last year and 31% the year before. 
Sponsorship also features in top 3 for 28% vs 27% 
last year. 

Research, consumer promotions and trade 
programmes are broadly on a par with last year. 

Digital features heavily in the top 3 areas of 
spend, with content and social media the no 1 
priority spend and PPC/SEO in second place 
overall. 

In terms of actual percentage of budget 
spend, there is little variation vs last year. 41% 
will spend 11-30% of their overall budget on 
digital. 12% will spend 50% or more.

Digital - Content & Social 

Events

Digital - PPC/SEO

ATL: press/radio/outdoor

Sponsorship

ATL: TV

Direct mail/Email marketing

PR

Research

CRM/Loyalty Programme

Consumer promotions

Trade programmes & support

0%

% respondents

% of budget

1-10% 11-20% 21-30% 31-50% 51-70% 70%+ Don’t know

3%

18%
22% 19%

13%
6% 6%

13%

14

53%

40%

37%

32%

28%

26%

23%

21%

15%

14%

14%

13%
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salaries & benefits
E

In this section, we review the salaries by level of seniority, movement 
in salaries, and the key benefits, bonuses and annual leave within the 
community.

salaries & benefits

directors & heads of level

One third of our survey respondents this year were at Director or Head of level. They 
are the most senior respondents in career terms and have significant people and 
budget responsibility.  

58% were female respondents (vs 56% last year), 42% 
male, demonstrating the ongoing representation of 
females at the most senior level in the industry. 

Salaries typically fall in the €110,000 to €200,000 
range for top Directors and €65,000 to €110,000 for 
Heads of. 64% have had some level of salary increase 
last year, 30% have not. 

Key roles at Director level include CMO/Marketing 
Directors, MD’s or Country Managers, Commercial 
Directors, Account Directors and Product Directors. 

Key roles at Head of level include Head of Marketing, 
Head of Digital, Head of Brand and Head of Insights.

The market for senior professionals seems more stable 
now and 91% at this level are in permanent roles, up on 
last year when 85% were. 

5% are on fixed term contracts or contracting and 5% 
are consulting. 40% have contracted or freelanced 
previously vs a market average of 33%.

Benefits are slightly up across the board on those 
recorded last year. In addition to the now standard 
mobile phone (86%), 72% get bonuses. 62% get 
contributory pensions; 49% get healthcare, 44% get a 
car allowance or a car and 28% get share options. 

Of those on bonuses, 18% get up to 10% of salary, an 
additional 30% get up to 20%, 16% up to 30% and 19% 
can get 40% or more.

Remote working is available as a benefit to 57% of 
respondents and 46% have flexible hours. 

37% of respondents at this senior level get 20- 24 days 
annual leave, 50% get 25-29 days and 8% get 30-34 
days, similar to last year.

In terms of security and engagement, senior 
professionals seem more secure yet somewhat less 
engaged than last year. 74% feel secure or very secure 
in their current role, up from last year (68%) and are 
more secure than the levels below them. They are also 
the most engaged of all respondents, 63% rating their 
personal engagement at 7/10 or above, vs an average 
of just 56%. Very few are actively disengaged.

However, this engagement level continues to decline 
and is down from 66% last year and 85% just three 
years ago. 

The top factors that engage senior professionals  
beyond salary, is as previous years, a meaningful role, 
a great boss and colleagues and career progression 
opportunities. The ability to work remotely is now in the 
top 5 criteria for this level.

68% would recommend their employer to a friend 
vs the survey average of 58%. That said, they again 
remain open to new opportunities, with 52% expecting 
to remain with their current company for up to 2 years 
only, up on 43% last year. 

40% see their future career in marketing. 37% see their 
future in general management (up from 28% last year, 
but similar to 2 years ago), 7% in other senior customer 
centric roles and 6% in commercial.

As might be expected, being so close to the P&L 
and business strategy, respondents at this level are 
significantly more concerned about future trading 
conditions and the impact of Brexit than those at 
other levels.

head of level
With budget and people responsibility e.g. head of marketing, head of digital

Note
• Survey min/max: Denotes minimum and maximum salary levels recorded in the survey. Bear in mind there are a wide range of salaries for the 

same role in some cases, with company size and other factors often influencers of same. In rare cases an extreme outlier has been excluded.
• Survey average: The average salaries of all respondents, by role.
• Alternatives View: Alternatives opinion on the salary range by role, based on actual roles briefed into it and on open market tracking.

director level 
with budget and people responsibility e.g. marketing director, chief digital officer

Role Survey Min Survey Max Survey Aver Alternatives View

Account Director-Director Level €60,000 €140,000 €91,333 €80,000-€100,000

Business Development Director €95,000 €170,000 €125,357 €90,000-€130,000

CEO/MD/Country Mgr/Business Owner €50,000 €250,000 €131,694 €130,000-€250,000

Communications Director €80,000 €180,000 €118,000 €100,000-€160,000

Creative Director €50,000 €120,000 €78,000 €80,000-€120,000

Digital/Online Director/CDO €110,000 €200,000 €146,000 €120,000-€200,000

Marketing Director/CMO €80,000 €220,000 €125,985 €120,000-€200,000

Product Head Of/Director €95,000 €170,000 €135,625 €100,000-€150,000

Sales & Marketing Director €80,000 €220,000 €129,583 €120,000-€200,000

Sales/Commercial Director €70,000 €220,000 €129,194 €120,000-€200,000

Senior Consultant €70,000 €150,000 €106,607 €90,000-€180,000

Transformation Director €120,000 €190,000 €140,000 €120,000-€150,000

Director Level Average €122,742

Role Survey Min Survey Max Survey Aver Alternatives View

Account Director - Head of Level €50,000 €90,000 €66,250 €55,000-€80,000

Communications Head Of €65,000 €130,000 €99,583 €90,000-€120,000

Customer Experience Head Of €60,000 €140,000 €105,000 €100,000-€140,000

Data Scientist Head of €100,000 €150,000 €130,000 €100,000-€150,000

Digital/Online Head Of €60,000 €130,000 €98,750 €100,000-€120,000

E-Commerce Head of €95,000 €100,000 €97,500 €100,000-€140,000

Brand Head of €65,000 €180,000 €110,962 €90,000-€120,000

Insights Head Of €80,000 €150,000 €107,500 €90,000-€120,000

Marketing Head Of/Controller €50,000 €150,000 €87,896 €90,000-€160,000

Proposition/Segment Head Of €75,000 €130,000 €104,286 €110,000-€140,000

Research Head Of €65,000 €110,000 €83,571 €90,000-€120,000

Sponsorship Head Of €75,000 €130,000 €101,250 €80,000-€115,000

Strategic Planning Head Of €65,000 €140,000 €108,125 €80,000-€140,000

UX Head Of €120,000 €150,000 €127,500 €100,000 - €150,000

Head of Level Average €95,355
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manager level

For the purpose of this survey, Managers are 
classed as those with typically 9-10 years’ 
plus experience, with some people & budget 
responsibility. 

70% of manager level respondents are 
female, up from 64% last year, illustrating 
the increasingly female orientation of the 
marketing and agency functions in particular. 

80% of managers get paid €40,000-€85,000 
and just over half of all managers are paid 
within the €50,000-€75,000 range. 

Most frequent manager level roles respondents 
include, as last year, Marketing Managers, 
Account Directors and Managers, Digital 
Managers, Communications Managers, Brand 
Managers, Insight Managers and Business 
Development/Sales Managers.

88% are currently employed on a permanent 
contract, 7% on a fixed term contract and 2% 
on interim contracts. 32% have contracted or 
freelanced before.

The top benefits enjoyed by managers are 
mobile phones (72%), contributory pensions 
(60%), bonuses (59%). Remote working is 
available to over half (51%) and flexible hours 
to 48%, up from 41% last year, highlighting the 
desire for forms of flexibility and employers 
increasing openness to same. Healthcare is 
provided to 39% of managers.

54% get 20-24 days annual leave, with 34% at 
this level at 25-29 days.

The top 3 factors that engage them beyond 
salary remain broadly unchanged vs last 
year. Critical is a meaningful role (55%), career 
progression (43%) and a great boss (38%). 
Included in their top 3 factors are flexible hours 
for 36% and remote working for 28%, of whom 
many are likely to be at the early family life 
stage. 

As we saw last year, there continues to be 
an issue with the overall declining level of 
engagement of respondents at this level in 
their roles. 

Only 57% rate their personal engagement in 
their role and company at 7/10 or above and 
this is down from 60% last year and 72% three 
years ago. This is in spite of 72% feeling secure 
or very secure in their current role.

15% rate themselves as actively disengaged 
(1-3 out of 10 rating) and only 58% would 
recommend their employer to a friend.

This theme continues. As last year, a significant 
60% of current managers expect to remain in 
their current company for only 1-2 years. Just 
a quarter expect to stay for more than three 
years, again a watch out for businesses in this 
buoyant, candidate driven market.

59% see their future careers in marketing (up 
vs last year when it was only 46%), 11% see their 
future in general management and 10% in other 
customer oriented roles.

manager level
Typically with some budget and people responsibility e.g. Marketing Manager

Role Survey Min Survey Max Survey Aver Alternatives View

Account Manager €40,000 €70,000 €51,000 €45,000-€70,000

Base Manager €65,000 €90,000 €77,500 €65,000-€85,000

Brand Manager €40,000 €85,000 €58,864 €40,000-€65,000

Business Development Manager €35,000 €100,000 €60,417 €55,000-€80,000

Business Intelligence Manager €55,000 €85,000 €67,500 €60,000-€85,000

Campaign Manager €50,000 €80,000 €62,500 €50,000-€75,000

Category Manager €60,000 €100,000 €74,167 €65,000-€90,000

Communications Manager €45,000 €110,000 €63,750 €45,000-€90,000

Consultant-Mgr Level €40,000 €110,000 €81,500 €75,000-€110,000

Corporate/Public Affairs Manager €40,000 €110,000 €78,125 €70,000-€90,000

CRM Manager €50,000 €80,000 €67,500 €60,000-€80,000

Customer Experience Manager €45,000 €100,000 €70,833 €55,000-€80,000

Data Analyst Manager €65,000 €110,000 €82,500 €65,000-€110,000

Digital/Online Manager €40,000 €80,000 €55,714 €55,000-€80,000

E-Commerce Manager €45,000 €75,000 €64,167 €80,000-€120,000

Events Manager €55,000 €85,000 €63,333 €35,000-€70,000

Fundraising Manager €50,000 €65,000 €57,500 €40,000-€70,000

Innovation Manager €70,000 €75,000 €72,500 €70,000-€90,000

Insights Manager €50,000 €85,000 €68,269 €65,000-€90,000

Internal Communications Manager €65,000 €100,000 €79,167 €65,000-€80,000

Loyalty Manager €55,000 €110,000 €90,000 €75,000-€110,000

Marketing Manager €35,000 €110,000 €64,705 €50,000-€90,000

Media Manager €50,000 €100,000 €75,000 €55,000-€70,000

Performance Marketing Manager €50,000 €85,000 €68,750 €60,000-€90,000

Product Manager €55,000 €100,000 €80,000 €60,000-€90,000

Programme Manager €50,000 €130,000 €86,071 €80,000-€120,000

Project Manager €60,000 €90,000 €75,500 €60,000-€90,000

Research Manager €60,000 €85,000 €70,833 €55,000-€85,000

Sales & Marketing Manager €35,000 €90,000 €57,115 €50,000-€90,000

Sales/Commercial Manager €55,000 €110,000 €82,500 €50,000-€90,000

Senior Brand Manager €65,000 €85,000 €73,750 €60,000-€90,000

Sponsorship Manager €60,000 €120,000 €80,313 €65,000-€85,000

Strategic Planning Manager €60,000 €130,000 €89,375 €55,000-€80,000

Trade/Channel Manager €75,000 €100,000 €87,500 €70,000-€80,000

UI Manager €55,000 €120,000 €86,250 €60,000-€90,000

UX Manager €70,000 €120,000 €86,667 €60,000-€90,000

Manager Level Average €67,578
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practitioner level
Practitioners are defined as those at an early 
to mid-career stage, with typically 5 to 9 years’ 
experience.

60% of practitioner level respondents have 
salaries which fall in the €40,000-€60,000 
range. 

Respondents at this level are most frequently 
in roles such as brand managers, senior 
marketing executives, account managers, 
graphic designers, project and campaign 
managers, data analysts and communications 
managers or executives. They see their future 
careers in marketing (49%), in other customer 
focused roles (15%) and in digital roles (10%).

They are more likely than average to work 
for multinational companies (50% vs a survey 
average of 45%).

As last year, 82% are in full-time employment, 
on permanent contracts. 10% are on fixed term 
contracts and 4% on interim assignments. 31% 
have contracted or freelanced before.

Even more of the respondents at this level are 
female this year, representing 74% of those 
at this level, versus 61% last year, We need to 
ensure that the industry finds ways to attract 
more males and to ensure a more gender 
balanced function.

The key benefits practitioner level respondents 
receive are contributory pensions (55%), mobile 
phones (52%) and bonuses (48%). 40% can work 
remotely and 39% have access to flexible hours 
(39%), 35% get some healthcare.

The top 3 factors that engage them most at 
this career stage, other than salary, are career 
progression opportunities (48% as last year) 
and  again in second place flexible hours for 
44%.  A meaningful role comes in third position 

again at 42%, and great colleagues, a great 
boss, remote working and a good office 
location remain key this year, with few changes 
on last year’s results.

60% of respondents get 20-24 days annual 
leave, with 29% getting 25–29 days.

Lack of engagement remains a serious issue. 
As last year, a low 45% rate their personal 
engagement in their company or role at 7/10 
or higher and 20% are actively disengaged, 
also unchanged vs last year’s survey. 

Although 63% feel secure in their roles, 64% do 
not expect to remain in their current company 
beyond two years. 15% do not feel secure in 
their jobs, higher than the survey average of 
11%. 

Only one in two would recommend their 
employer to a friend (down significantly on last 
year when it was a more healthy 61%).

practitioner level
5 to 9 years’ experience typically with minimal team management e.g. Brand Manager, Product Manager

Role Survey Min Survey Max Survey Aver Alternatives View

Account Manager €30,000 €75,000 €49,444 €40,000-€55,000

Brand Manager €30,000 €75,000 €51,389 €40,000-€60,000

Business Development Manager €40,000 €55,000 €47,500 €45,000-€65,000

Campaign Executive €40,000 €60,000 €50,833 €30,000-€45,000

Campaign Manager €45,000 €70,000 €59,167 €50,000-€75,000

Category Manager €50,000 €60,000 €55,000 €40,000-€65,000

Client/Customer Services Manager €45,000 €65,000 €54,167 €35,000-€55,000

Communications Practitioner €30,000 €70,000 €45,893 €45,000-€60,000

Content Manager €40,000 €60,000 €48,750 €40,000-€60,000

Copywriter €45,000 €75,000 €60,000 €45,000-€65000

CRM Manager €50,000 €60,000 €54,167 €45,000-€65,000

Customer Experience Manager €30,000 €65,000 €50,000 €45,000-€65,000

Data Analyst/Digital Data Analyst €30,000 €55,000 €46,250 €45,000-€75,000

Data Scientist/Senior Data Scientist €40,000 €70,000 €54,167 €50,000-€75,000

Digital/Online Executive €35,000 €55,000 €44,500 €30,000-€45,000

Digital/Online Manager €30,000 €75,000 €46,786 €40,000-€60,000

Events Manager €30,000 €65,000 €47,500 €30,000-€50,000

Graphic Designer €30,000 €50,000 €40,833 €35,000-€55,000

Marketing Executive Senior €30,000 €75,000 €44,531 €35,000-€45,000

Marketing Manager €35,000 €60,000 €48,333 €45,000-€60,000

Media Manager €45,000 €55,000 €50,000 €45,000-€65,000

PR Executive €30,000 €45,000 €37,500 €30,000-€45,000

Product Manager €35,000 €70,000 €52,500 €45,000-€70,000

Project Manager €40,000 €70,000 €52,500 €40,000-€60,000

Research Manager €35,000 €60,000 €44,167 €45,000-€65,000

Sales & Marketing Manager €35,000 €45,000 €40,833 €35,000-€50,000

Senior Brand Manager €55,000 €60,000 €57,500 €50,000-€65,000

SEO/SEM/PPC Specialist €40,000 €45,000 €42,500 €40,000-€60,000

Web Services Manager €45,000 €70,000 €57,500 €45,000-€65,000

Practitoner Level Average €49,095

executive - support level

Executive/support level respondents are at 
the start or early stage of their careers with 
1-4 years’ experience typically.

The salary range at this level is between 
€20,000- €40,000 for 80% of support level 
respondents, with most working as marketing, 
sales & marketing, and digital executives  
and assistants, account executives, data 
analysts and customer service assistants.

The gender split of respondents at this 
early career stage is even more female 
dominated than last year (75% vs 71% last 
year). This is also reflected at the next level 
up- practitioner level – giving rise to an 
increasingly gender imbalanced profession in 
the future.

74% are on permanent contracts (down on 
last year at 78%).  Almost one in five are on 
fixed term contracts and 5% are contracting. 
26% have contracted or freelanced before, 
up on last year when it was 21%. 

The top three benefits support/executive 
level employees receive are contributory 
pensions (29% vs 34% last year), flexible hours 
(29%) and bonuses. 28% receive no benefits 
at all. 71% get 20-24 days annual leave and 
17% get 25-29 days.

The top factor that for 55% engages 
them beyond salary, is career progression 
opportunities. Working with great colleagues 
remains a top factor for 42%, as is having a 
meaningful role for 42% and a great boss for 
37%. They value a nice office environment 
more than other levels (33%).

However, personal engagement is low and 
remains a key issue to address. Only 47% rate 
themselves at an engagement level of 7 out 
of 10 or more, significantly down from 58% 
last year. 19% are actively disengaged (3 out 
of 10 or less). 

Only 46% would recommend their employer 
to a friend, down from 50% last year. One 
third aren’t sure.

65% feel secure in their current roles (lower 
than last year at 71%), 16% do not. 

80% do not expect to remain in their current 
company for more than two years. Again, as 
last year, this reflects the very buoyant and 
candidate driven marketplace, where Irish 
and multinational companies of all sizes are 
targeting early career stage executives.

46% only see their future careers in marketing 
vs 57% last year. 22% see their future in digital 
vs 20% last year and 11% in other customer 
focused roles such as data analytics, 
CEX, product management. Just 4% see 
themselves in general management roles in 
the future.

support level
First to second role in career -1 to 4 years’ experience typically e.g. Marketing Executive

Role Survey Min Survey Max Survey Aver Alternatives View

Account Executive €15,000 €35,000 €26,167 €28,000-€35,000

Brand Manager €30,000 €40,000 €34,167 €35,000-€45,000

Campaign Executive €25,000 €35,000 €30,000 €32,000-€45,000

Communications Executive €20,000 €45,000 €30,833 €32,000-€45,000

Content Manager €20,000 €30,000 €25,000 €28,000-€40,000

Copywriter €25,000 €40,000 €32,500 €28,000-€35,000

Customer Experience Executive €25,000 €30,000 €27,500 €28,000-€35,000

Data/Digital Data Analyst €20,000 €35,000 €26,500 €35,000-€50,000

Digital/Online Executive €20,000 €45,000 €29,737 €28,000-€40,000

Events Executive €20,000 €30,000 €25,000 €25,000-€35,000

Graphic Designer €20,000 €30,000 €25,833 €25,000-€35,000

Internal Communications Executive €25,000 €30,000 €27,500 €28,000-€40,000

Marketing Assistant €15,000 €40,000 €27,500 €25,000-€32,000

Marketing Executive €15,000 €50,000 €32,582 €30,000-€40,000

Research Executive €30,000 €35,000 €32,500 €30,000-€40,000

Sales & Marketing Executive €15,000 €40,000 €26,000 €30,000-€40,000

SEO/SEM/PPC Specialist €25,000 €35,000 €30,000 €35,000-€50,000

Social Media/Community Manager €20,000 €30,000 €25,000 €25,000-€35,000

Web Services Manager €30,000 €35,000 €32,500 €30,000-€45,000

Support Level Average €29,801
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key benefits % of respondents receiving benefit

Key benefits have gone up across most categories 
vs last year.  Mobile phone, bonuses and a 
contributory pension continue to be the top 3 
benefits enjoyed by respondents. 

Remote working, tracked for the first time, and 
flexible hours are a benefit for 47% and 43% 
respectively, confirming the trend for more flexible 
ways of working and managing commuting time, 
that we also see in our day to day dealings. 

Unsurprisingly, and as we saw last year, 
multinationals in particular and larger companies 
offer considerably more benefits than Irish owned 
and smaller companies particularly in terms of 
bonuses, contributory pensions, flexible hours, 
remote working healthcare, share options and car 
allowances.

However, a key observation versus last year is the 
higher level of benefits enjoyed by males vs females. 
Male respondents, although less in number, have a 
higher level of benefits across all but two categories 
to female respondents. 

It is particularly marked for bonuses, pensions, 
remote working, healthcare, share options, cars.  
The only category where females benefit more 
than their male counterparts is in access to flexible 
working hours (44% females vs 41% males). This is a 
concerning trend. 

BENEFITS Mobile 
Phone

Bonus Con-
trib-
utory 
Pension

Remote 
working

Flexible 
Hours

Health 
Care

Share 
Options

Car 
Allow-
ance

Non 
Con-
trib-
utory 
Pension

Car Com-
mission

N/A

Irish owned 61% 47% 47% 37% 37% 22% 8% 14% 9% 5% 4% 12%

Multinational 70% 69% 67% 58% 50% 61% 31% 24% 9% 8% 4% 5%

1 to 50 employees 55% 40% 33% 36% 39% 24% 12% 11% 7% 5% 6% 16%

51-200 62% 57% 52% 41% 39% 46% 14% 18% 12% 9% 5% 10%

201-500 74% 72% 66% 52% 50% 50% 26% 21% 7% 9% 2% 6%

500+ 73% 65% 73% 56% 46% 45% 24% 24% 9% 5% 3% 4%

Male 71% 66% 61% 48% 41% 48% 25% 24% 9% 11% 6% 10%

Female 63% 52% 53% 46% 44% 36% 15% 16% 9% 4% 3% 9%

All 65% 57% 56% 47% 43% 40% 19% 18% 9% 6% 4% 9%

employment contracts

movement in salaries

There is a steady rise in those on 
permanent contracts, particularly at 
more senior levels, in line with increased 
economic confidence. There are relatively 
more support and practitioner level 
respondents on fixed term contracts 
(19% and 10% respectively vs only 3% of 
directors), supported by a somewhat 
higher level of insecurity amongst these 
respondents too. 

5% of respondents are on short term 
contracts and consultant contracts 
and we are seeing an increase in the 
demand for flexible contracts from both 
clients and candidates, for project work 
and longer term assignments such as 
maternity leave cover. 

Results are broadly similar to last year and illustrate the continued upward pressure on salaries in the past three 
years. 61% of all respondents received an increase in salary in the last year, which mirrored results in last year’s 
survey. 64% of directors got increases, the same as last year, although of smaller magnitude than the year before. 
63% of managers got salary increases, some higher than the previous year. 58% of practitioners and 54% of 
support level respondents received salary increases, similar to last year. 29% got no increase at all.

Permanent Contract

Fixed Term 
Contract/Interim

Short Term Contract

Consulting

Not Currently 
Employed

2016 2017

83%

9%

3%

3%

2%

Level of increase/
decrease 

Support Practitioner Manager Director/ 
head of

Total %

1-5% 32% 42% 43% 43% 41%

6-10% 8% 9% 12% 10% 10%

11%+ 14% 7% 8% 11% 10%

No increase 28% 30% 29% 29% 29%

Decreased 1% 2% 1% 1% 1%

N/A 16% 10% 7% 6% 9%

2018

84% 86%

9% 8%

1% 3%

4% 2%

2% 2%

Mobile Phone

Bonus

Contributory pension

Remote Working

Flexible hours

Healthcare

Share Options

Car Allowance

Non contrib pension

None/N/A

Car

Commission

65%

57%

56%

47%

43%

40%

19%

18%

9%

9%

6%

4 %
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From an industry perspective, companies use flexible solutions already, with 42% accessing interim 
managers contractors and/or consultants a moderate amount or a lot, to retain or access difficult 
to find talent and to remain agile. Sectors that access flexible talent include Utilities/energy, Agri, 
Telco, Financial Services, Education, Professional/ Business Services, Drinks and agency sectors. 
There is little variance in usage between Irish and multinational companies.   

Exploring the use of gig economy workers, does your company currently 
use Interim Employees, Contractors or Consultants? 

24 25

26%

Support Practitioner

31%

Manager

32%

Head of/Director

39%

33% of all respondents have contracted or freelanced before, reflecting their desire for more flexibility, 
interesting challenges and project type work. This increases the more senior the respondent. 

Don’t Know/N/A

Not at all

A little

Moderate

A lot Financial Services

Government

Logistics

Travel

Telco/ICT

Education

IT/Tech

Utilities/Energy

Drinks

Not for profit

Professional Services

Hotel/Leisure

Agri

Agency

Healthcare & Med

Media & Publishing

Pharma & OTC

Motor

FMCG

Manufacturing

Retail

E-commerce

Gaming

Construction/Property

Total

31%

24%

22%

22%

21%

20%

18%

17%

17%

16%

14%

13%

13%

11%

10%

6%

6%

5%

5%

3%

1%

14%

25% 35% 6% 3%

18% 47% 11%

11% 56% 11%

22% 43% 4% 9%

38% 27% 12% 2%

30% 38% 9% 3%

25% 35% 11% 11%

50% 27% 3%3%

31% 42% 3% 7%

20% 53% 8% 3%

36% 32% 10% 8%

13% 37% 30% 7%

50% 37%

32% 35% 19% 3%

33% 19% 38%

34% 36% 21% 3%

17% 61% 16%

19% 33% 33% 10%

29% 46% 13% 7%

31% 34% 23% 9%

21% 41% 29% 8%

30% 55% 15%

12%25% 63%

25% 42% 33%

28% 38% 15% 5%

the gig economy – a talent enabler 

There’s much debate around the future of working but 
one trend that is definitely here to stay is flexible working. 
Flexible working, an alternative to the traditional nine to five 
job, covers a wide range of options, from remote working, 
part-time or job-sharing, to independent set-ups such 
as contracting or consultancy.  All give professionals more 
flexibility and variety in their lives.

Global trends are staggering. Although flexible working 
has always been around, we are now in the midst of a 
real revolution.  Organisations need to be prepared and 
revaluate their approach to attracting the best talent, as the 
nature of how we work and want to work is changing. The 
McKinsey Global Institute estimates that 162 million people 
– that’s 20%-30% of the working age population in the US 
and Europe-are engaged in some form of independent work 
or ‘alternative work arrangements’. In the UK alone, almost 5 
million people work flexibly.  

We have a new breadth of workforce who are starting to 
question how we should be working and it’s not just the 
millennials. Professionals at all life stages now see their 
careers very differently. They value life experiences more 
than being tied down to one organisation. They want to have 
more control and work on the things they really care about. 
They value results output rather than hours input. The world of 
technology of course has facilitated this. 

Millennials specifically now make up more than half of the 
workforce and have very different work expectations.  A 
Gallup study shows that by 2020 millennials will become the 
largest generation in the workforce and 72% want to be their 
own boss. They want flexibility, mobile work environments, 
variety in the work they do and the idea of spending their 
entire career with one employer is unthinkable; they will 
probably only spend 1-2 years with an organisation and move 
on. 

And the Irish market is increasingly reflecting this. Although 
less prevalent than the US or UK for now, already some 
200,000 people are employed in temporary or flexible 
arrangements and the numbers are rising. Our survey reveals 
that a significant 33% of respondents have contracted or 
freelanced before.  In addition, flexible and remote working 

have now become one of the top priorities for candidates 
of all levels when looking for a new role. The preference of 
flexible working has also become more gender balanced, 
debunking the myth that it’s just mums that want to work 
more flexibly.   

From an industry perspective, organisations are also more 
open to flexible working options as a means of retaining or 
accessing difficult to find talent and to remain agile. Our 
survey reveals 52% of respondents offer remote working 
options and 31% have flexible hours or part-time options with 
their current employer. 80% of companies in our survey are 
using flexible talent accessing interim employees, contractors 
and consultants across a range of industries which includes 
Utilities, Agri, Telco/ICT, Financial Services, Education, 
Professional/Business Services, Drinks and Agency sectors. 

The most in demand ‘Flexible Talent’ skills within the 
marketing function are predominantly across strategy & 
planning, brand, innovation, digital and transformation, 
insights and customer experience, all critical to brand and 
business success today. 

So what are the benefits? From a business perspective, using 
flexible talent can be a great solution to your team needs 
whether it’s specialist skills, fresh thinking, agility, cost savings 
or just business continuity you wish to gain. It provides quick 
access to fantastic talent without the lengthy full recruitment 
process often associated with permanent roles. 

From a candidate perspective, it gives you the flexibility to 
live life on your terms, work on a variety of projects you love 
and ultimately get more freedom to live a more balanced life. 
It can also offer a way back in for those looking to go back to 
work or restart their careers.   

The gig economy and flexible working is here to stay. To 
remain competitive, organisations need to embrace this 
new way of working to be able to attract and retain the best 
talent.

So is your business ready?

respondents who have contracted or freelanced themselves
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bonuses

annual leave

57% of all respondents have 
a bonus element included 
in their package. 32% of all 
respondents, or 51% of those 
who get a bonus, get a 
bonus of up to 10% of their 
salary. 

An additional 19% of all 
respondents, or 30% of those 
who get a bonus, get a 
potential bonus of 10% -20% 
of their salary.  12% of all 
respondents, or 19% of those 
who get a bonus, can earn 
the equivalent of 20% or 
more of their salary. 

Bonuses increase in scale, in line with the seniority of the role.

• 75% (vs 63% last year) of all directors/heads get some bonus. 56% of director 
level respondents get bonuses of up to 10-30% of their salary. 

• 65% of all managers get bonuses, 59% in the up to 10-20% range.
• 56% of practitioners get bonuses, mostly in the up to 10% range.
• 35% of executive/support level get a bonus, mostly in the 1-10% range.

Annual leave entitlement is 
broadly unchanged versus 
last year. 

52% of all respondents have 
20-24 days annual leave (vs 
53% LY). 36% receive annual 
leave of 25-29 days (vs 35% 
LY).

52%

36%

5%
7%

Up to 19 days 20 -24 days

25 -29 days +30 days

Career level is of course a determining factor in annual leave. 60% of Head of/
Directors get 25 + days leave. Support level respondents have a higher level of 
leave this year, with 17% getting 25-29 days vs just 11% last year.

0 - 19 
Days

20 - 24 
Days

25 - 29 
Days

30 - 34 
Days

35 – 
Days plus

Support 10% 71% 17% 2% 0%

Practitioner 6% 60% 29% 4% 1%

Manager 4% 54% 34% 6% 1%

Head of/
Director

4% 37% 50% 8% 2%

ALL 5% 52% 36% 6% 2%

Multinationals are more likely to give leave of 25-29 days (44% vs 29% of Irish 
owned).  56% of Irish owned companies offer 20-25 days leave compared to 45% of 
multinationals. 

Respondents from the pharma, telco/ICT, financial services, drinks, and travel/
leisure have the highest level of annual leave, with more than 45% of respondents in 
these sectors getting 25 days annual leave or more.

Up to 5% 40% plus

4%

Up to 40% 

2%

Up to 30% 

5%

Up to 20% 

19%

Up to 10% 

22%

N/A

38%

10%

salaries & benefits

key performance indicators (KPI’s)

Respondents have a broad range of KPI’s.

The top three KPI’s reported by respondents are the 
same as those in previous years-namely revenue, 
profit and sales volume. Employee engagement as a 
metric increased vs last year, as did brand and online 
metrics. Customer acquisition and satisfaction KPIs 
decreased.

Company or product/service revenue

Company or product/service profit

Sales volume

Customer acquisition

Brand Metrics

Customer satisfaction

Market share

Customer retention

Employee engagement

NPS

Conversion

Online Conversion Rate

Online Revenue

Online Footfall

Not measured on these KPI’s

top 3 key performance indicators

37%

29%

28%

20%

17%

16%

16%

14%

12%

9%

9%

9%

6%

4%

30%
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engagement, security & future
F

level of personal engagement
Level of personal engagement in current role & company on a scale of 1-10
(Where 1 is least engaged and 10 is highly engaged)

Male respondents 
are significantly more 
engaged than their female 
counterparts. 60% rate their 
engagement at 7 or higher, 
compared to only 53% of 
female respondents. However 
both genders are less 
engaged than previous years. 

The level of engagement is highest amongst directors and heads of, and 63% rate 
themselves at 7 or higher. However, this is significantly down from 66% last year and 
85% just 3 years ago.

There are also very worrying levels of disengagement. More than one in five of all 
respondents rate themselves at a very low engagement level of 4 or less and this 
increases the less senior the respondents. 

1 to 2 3 to 4 5 to 6 7 to 8 9 to 10

Support 9% 18% 27% 35% 12%

Practitioner 9% 18% 28% 35% 11%

Manager 9% 14% 21% 43% 14%

Director 4% 14% 19% 39% 24%

All 7% 15% 22% 39% 16%

Danger EngagedMid

Only 56% of respondents rated 
themselves as personally engaged 
(7 or higher out of 10), down on last 
year when it was 59%. Engagement 
is declining year on year and is now 
significantly down on 2014-15, when 
it was 70% plus. This is in spite of 
increased numbers of respondents 
in permanent contracts and having 
enjoyed salary and benefit increases.

1

3%

2

4%

3

8%

4

7%

5

9%

6

13%

7

20%

8

19%

9

11%

10

5%

engagement, security & future
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Would you recommend your current employer to a friend?

Only 58% of respondents would 
recommend their company to 
a friend, vs 60% last year and 
64% the year before. Males 
are significantly more likely to 
recommend their company.  
65% would do so, vs just 55% of 
females. 

Again this year, this is 
particularly marked amongst 
support level respondents. Only 
46% would recommend their 
company to a friend vs 68% of 
directors. 

This low level of engagement 
and buy in to their company as 
illustrated by these low scores is 
a critical area for companies to 
understand and address.

Yes

No

Not Sure

2018 - 58%

2017 - 60%

2016 - 64%

2018 - 20%

2017 - 18%

2016 - 16%

2018 - 21%

2017 - 22%

2016 - 20%

the top 3 factors that engage you personally, beyond salary

% all respondents including factor in their top three

Meaningful role

Career progression opportunities

Great boss

Great colleagues

Flexible hours

Ability to work remotely

Good location

Financial benefits -other than salary 

Nice office environment

Great Products/Services

Access to further education and/or training

Access to mentoring/coaching

CSR programme that I can participate in

0 10 20 30 40 50 60

Good training available

Remote working

CSR programme that I can participate in

Access to mentoring/coaching

Access to further education and/or training

Great Products / Services

Nice oce environment

Financial benefits -other than salary-on o�er

Good location

Ability to work remotely

Flexible hours

Great colleagues

Great boss

Career progression opportunities

Meaningful role 55%

43%

38%

36%

34%

29%

24%

21%

16%

15%

12%

9%

2%

engagement factors

As with previous years’ surveys, respondents are really seeking roles with meaning, that offer them 
strong career progression opportunities, where they can work with a great boss and/or colleagues. 

Beyond these, flexible hours and the ability to work remotely are increasingly important. A nice office 
environment remains a key motivating factor for a third of support level respondents.

SUPPORT PRACTITIONER MANAGER DIRECTOR

Engagement Factor 1 Career progression Career progression Meaningful role Meaningful role

Engagement Factor 2 Meaningful role Flexible hours Career progression Great boss

Engagement Factor 3 Great boss/colleagues Meaningful role Great boss Career progression
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engagement, security & future engagement, security & future

future in role

How long do you expect to remain in your current company?

Results are similar to last year’s. A high level of 
respondents-61% vs 56% last year-expect to 
move on to a new company within two years. 
30% expect to do so in the next 12 months 
alone. 

Nowhere is this more evident than at support 
level where 80% of respondents expect to 
move on within two years and 42% in the next 
12 months.                           

 
 

Similarly two thirds of practitioner level 
respondents do not expect to remain in their 
current company for more than two years. 

This intention to move reflects the ongoing 
opportunities presented at all career levels 
in the market, particularly early career stage 
by the FDI, financial services and professional 
services sectors. 

However it is also a result of the low 
engagement highlighted throughout this 
survey, a factor which needs to be addressed.

Respondents still feel secure in 
their roles, with 70% very secure 
or secure. Scores are however 
somewhat down across the board, 
perhaps due to the uncertainties 
associated with Brexit. 

Directors feel more secure this year 
(74% vs 68% last year). Support and 
practitioner level respondents feel 
the least secure at 65% and 63% 
respectively. 

security in your current role

30%

21%

29%

39%

42%

30%

31%

30%

25%

38%

16%

19%

16%

13%

8%

24%

30%

24%

22%

12%

0-1 year 1-2 years 2-3 years 3 years +

Support

Practitioner 

Manager 

Head of/Director  

Total

Where do you see your future career?

Respondents see their future career direction as follows:

59% of all managers and 49% of all 
practitioners see their future career in 
marketing (brand, comms, marketing 
management).

37% of head of/director level respondents see 
their future in general management roles, up 
from 21% last year.

19% of both males and females see their 
futures in digital and customer centric roles.

More males in general (25%) see their future 
in general management, than their female 
counterparts (15%). As last year, they are 
also more likely to see their future in sales/
commercial roles (8%), versus just 3% of 
females.

Significantly more females see their future 
career in marketing then males (54% total 
females vs 41% total males).

The top skills deemed important by respondents for them and 
their teams to be successful in their roles are as follows: 

The key skills identified by respondents this year 
are increasingly strategic and customer/consumer 
focused in nature. This is where marketing needs to 
focus to truly add value to organisations.  

Strategic planning and digital strategy, 
coupled with data driven, consumer insight 
and innovation are considered to be the top 
skills required to be successful again this year.                                          

Robust brand management skills remain high up the 
agenda. This year respondents increasingly rated 
demand and lead generation skills, as well as project 
management and user experience skills, as critical to 
their success. 

These skills remain completely consistent with the skill 
sets briefed into Alternatives for full-time as well as 
contracting and consulting requirements. 

43%
Strategic 
Planning

Consumer
insight

39%
Digital 

Strategy

34%
Data 

Analytics

29%
Innovation

27%
Brand 

Management

26%

Customer 
Centric

9%
Marketing

49%

Sales/
Commercial

5%

General 
Management

18%

Data

2%

Digital

10%

Don’t Know

7%

top 3 skills needed to successfully fulfill your remit

Very  
Secure

28%

Secure

42%

Neither 
Secure

19%

Insecure

8%

Very 
Insecure

4%
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the gender dimension

Based on the respondents in this survey, the gender 
imbalance in the marketing/customer focused 
function continues to deepen, except in digital, data, 
commercial and sales & marketing roles. There is a 
2.1:1 ratio of females to males in this survey. Collection 
methods remain the same as previous years. 

This is increasingly pronounced at early career stages, 
but also increasingly at senior level, where more 
and more females are moving up the ranks and now 
outnumber males in number at all levels, including 
director level. 

Whilst female success in industry is a very welcome 
progression, for an industry whose remit it is to 
represent the customer and to drive innovation, this 
gender imbalance is far from ideal.  

We see that it is also becoming a key concern for 
companies and it is sometimes a challenge to access 
a gender balanced selection of candidates when 
seeking to bring in new and diverse talent. 

careers: the male/female dimension

female to male ratio at each level

salary average by level

LEVEL

25%

75%

Support

3.1:1
Ratio

:

26%

74%

Practitioner

2.8:1
Ratio

:

2.3:1
Ratio

:

30%

70%

Manager

1.4:1
Ratio

:

42%

58%

Director/
Heads of

FEMALES

MALES

All roles  
(average)

Female  
(average)

Male  
(average)

Male vs 
Female €

Male vs 
Female %

Total- Director €122,742 €115,588 €130,505 €14,917 +13%

Total - Head of €95,355 €92,938 €100,637 €7,709 +8%

Total - Manager €67,578 €66,897 €69,121 €2,225 +3%

Total - Practitioner €49,095 €48,523 €50,697 €2,173 +4%

Total - Support €29,801 €30,370 €27,986 -€2,383 -8%

The following chart shows the average salary by level. 
Bear in mind that the average salary can mask large 
variances in minimum to maximum levels. 

This chart demonstrates that male respondents are 
generally paid more by level than females, particularly 

at senior level, but not at early career stage where 
female respondents are more highly paid. 

In addition female respondents in this year’s survey 
continue to get substantially less benefits.

G

Salary differential by most common roles between genders

In this chart we feature the most frequently cited roles, where there are also a 
representative number of both male and female respondents to allow us to make clear, 
like for like, role comparisons. 

Role Female Salary 
(average)

Male Salary 
(average)

% difference 
Male Salary 
vs Female

Average Director/Head of Salary Based on 360 respondents €103,750 €119,743 +15%

CEO/MD/Country Mgr/Biz Owner €124,167 €138,750 +12%

Sales/Commercial Director €121,731 €134,583 +11%

Marketing Director/CMO €122,436 €131,111 +7%

Digital/Online Head Of €95,278 €103,214 +8%

Head Of Brand €94,286 €130,417 +38%

Marketing Head Of/Controller €86,509 €91,250 +5%

Average Manager Salary Based on 418 respondents €66,897 €69,121 +3%

Marketing Manager €64,634 €64,889 same

Account Director €66,912 €64,643 -3%

Digital/Online Manager €59,643 €51,786 -13%

Insights Manager €68,056 €68,750 +1%

Sales & Marketing Manager €53,864 €75,000 +39%

Business Development Manager €54,167 €66,667 +23%

Brand Manager €56,875 €64,167 +13%

Account Manager €51,875 €47,500 -8%

Average Practitioner Salary Based on 232 respondents €48,523 €50,697 +4%

Brand Manager €50,179 €55,625 +11%

Marketing Executive Senior €45,000 €41,250 -8%

Account Manager €49,583 €49,167 -1%

Marketing Executive €39,773 €42,500 +7%

Digital/Online practitioner €37,500 €59,167 +58%

Product Manager €47,500 €59,167 +25%

Average Support Salary Based on 151 respondents €30,370 €27,986 -8%

Marketing Executive €32,981 €30,625 -7%

Digital/Online Executive €30,682 €28,437 -7%

Marketing Assistant €28,056 €26,786 -5%

Account Executive €26,667 €24,167 -9%

Sales & Marketing Executive €25,000 €27,500 +10%

the gender dimension
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• Males represented only 32% of total respondents this 
year vs 37% last year. Collection methods remained 
the same.

• Still more likely proportionately but not in number, to 
be in more senior roles and to be better paid than 
their female counterparts at Director/Head of level 
(+15% vs female average). 39% of male respondents 
are on salaries of €85,000 plus, versus 23% of female 
respondents. They are however likely to be less well 
paid at support level (-8%).

• 28 male respondents earn €150,000+ salary, versus 
21 females, despite there being more females this 
year at director level. These respondents are more 
likely than females to be in senior commercial roles. 
Females paid €150,000+ are more likely to be in 
country manager and marketing director roles. 

• 65% got a salary increase in the last year vs just 59% 
of females. 

• Proportionately more likely to be in CEO/MD 
roles, commercial/sales roles of all levels, business 
development director and creative director roles, 
digital/online roles of all levels and e-commerce 
roles. 

• 25% of male respondents see their future in general 
management vs only 15% of females. 8% see 
themselves in commercial roles vs 3% of female 
respondents. 41% see their future in marketing. 

• More likely proportionately to be working in tech, 
media, drinks, ecommerce, utilities and retail. 

• Higher proportion are in permanent roles vs females 
and less in fixed term roles.

• Get considerably more benefits proportionately 
than their female counterparts. 66% get a bonus vs 
52% of females, a car or car allowance (35% vs 20%), 
contributory pension (61% vs 53%), healthcare (48% vs 
36%), share options (25% vs 15%) plus others. 

• Only 29% of males get no bonus vs 42% of females. 
They are more likely to get higher bonuses. 42% of 
male respondents can earn from 20%-100%+ of their 
salary in a bonus, vs 25% of female respondents. 
This may be because of the more commercial/
sales nature of their roles, but it also a reflection of 
better benefits overall for males. Their KPI’s are again 
more likely to be linked to revenue/profit/sales and 
customer acquisition. 

• Likely to be more content and secure in their roles 
than females. 60% rate their engagement at 7 or 
higher, compared to only 53% of female respondents. 
77% feel secure in their roles, vs 66% of females. 65% of 
males would recommend their companies to a friend, 
vs 55% of females. However both genders are less 
engaged overall than in previous years.

• There are more female respondents in Head of/
Director level roles this year than males.

• There are more females than males at every level, 
although this ratio decreases by level of seniority. 
The ratio of females to males is greatest at early 
career stage, where at support level there are just 
over 3 females to every male (vs 2.5: 1 last year), 
and 2.8 females to every male at practitioner level. 
At director/head of level the ratio decreases to 1.4 
females to males.

• Proportionally more likely than males to be in 
general marketing roles of all levels, agency account 
management roles, brand, communications and 
events roles and insights roles.

• More likely to be working in financial services, 
professional services, not for profit and education. 

• Lower proportion in permanent roles vs males and 
more in fixed term roles.

• Also more likely to see their future career in marketing 
(54% of female respondents, compared to 41% of 
males) and less likely in general management  
(15% vs 25% of males).

• Get less benefits than males across almost every  
benefit pipe, with the exception of non-contributory 
pensions (9.2% vs 8.8% males) and access to flexible 
working (44% vs 41%).

• 39% of females get 25 days plus annual leave, vs 47% 
of male respondents.

• Both males and females have relatively similar access 
to flexible hours, but 41% of women rank flexibility 
in their top 3 motivating benefits vs men, where it 
comes further down the ranking. 

• Although they are content in the majority, in many 
areas this is marginal and female respondents are 
less engaged, content and secure in their roles than 
their male counterparts.  Female respondents are 
more likely to be actively disengaged than males (17% 
vs 13%) and only 53% of females rate their personal 
engagement as 7/10 or above vs 60% of male 
respondents. They feel less secure than males in their 
roles (66% feel secure or very secure vs 77% of males). 

• They are less likely to recommend their current 
company to a friend and are more likely to move 
company in the next 2 years. 

males 32% females 68%

the gender dimension career progression for growth
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1. Be the Trends Agent.
Be constantly curious about your 
Market- the global one.  The massively 
evolving market place, with new 
industries completely disrupting old. 
Be the eyes and ears from the outside 
in. Know where it’s happening and 
be the conduit of change into your 
organisation. Beg, borrow and steal 
interesting business models from other 
sectors. Understand the impact of 
online and help imagine long term 
opportunities.

2. Be the tech champion. 
Get trained in IT. Be IOT curious. Don’t 
wait to get impacted but explore 
the positive impact of how this 
evolving digital world can help your 
business improve margins, distribution, 
communications and engagement. Be 
AI aware. It’s here already.

3. Be the customer 
consulting department.
Have a passion for the consumer, 
always wanting to understand more. 
Know every segment like you know 
your family and friends. Ensure your 
organisation understands, innovates for 
and engages with all generations and 
segments of consumers.

 
 
 

4. Be the interpreter and 
story-teller. 
Own Data, yes, but not for the joy of 
running models and analysing stats. 
Rather for the joy of knowing what’s 
important to know, interpreting data 
concisely, providing insight, and 
communicating it all through simple 
stories across the organisation.

5. Be the translator. 
Of data led insight into Segmented 
Strategy because business success 
is achieved at segment level. 
Help develop differentiated value 
propositions that do just that- provide 
real value to each target segment.  

6. Be the CEX Orchestrator. 
Step out of your silo and form a true, 
holistic and single view of the customer. 
Plan in the detail, then activate and 
motivate the business to deliver a 
seamless and superior journey that 
delights.

7. Be the creator of 
purpose. 
Create powerful and trusted brands 
that are beacons. That express 
their clear purpose and values, both 
those working to create it and those 
who choose to be its customers and 
consumers.

8. Be the engager. 
Challenge, discover, delight, inspire, 
engage. In real time, on a personal 
level, online and offline. Deliver through 
deep understanding, powerful, creative, 
bold ideas that engage and create 
results across all platforms.

9. Be the speaker of 
languages. 
See every function, every stakeholder 
as a segment. Know their needs, 
their perspectives as you would 
your customers. As you would with 
your customers, talk to them in their 
language. Maybe “brand” means 
“brand” to some. Maybe it means 
“reputation” to others. Maybe talk 
results, rather than the stuff you’ve 
created. Use language to connect 
people to the market and the customer, 
across functions.

10. Be obsessed. 
With results and return. With 
effectiveness. Make advanced tools 
your friends to target and measure. 
Know every “return on” there is. Use it to 
reinforce your stories of success.

The 10 Must Be’s.  
How to put the Customer at the heart of your business whilst driving career success.

salary, market insights & sentiment survey 2018
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sectoral analysis
H

% who believe customer sentiment has improved in the last year

% who expect trading conditions to improve over the next 12 months

36

Gaming
Construction/Property

Hotel/Leisure 
Agri

Healthcare & Medical
Prof/Biz Services

Manufacturing
IT/ Tech

Financial Services
Travel/Airlines

Education
Telco/ICT

Agency
Retail

Not for profit
Drinks

Government
Pharma & OTC

FMCG 
E-commerce

Utilities/Energy
Media & Publishing

Logistics & Transport
Motor

Agri
Construction/Property

Manufacturing
Gaming

Hotel/Leisure 
Financial Services

Retail
Telco/ICT

Prof/Biz Services
Drinks

E-commerce
FMCG 

IT/ Tech
Government

Agency
Not for profit

Travel/Airlines
Utilities/Energy

Media & Publishing
Healthcare & Medical

Pharma & OTC
Education

Motor
Logistics & Transport

86%
80%
78%
75%
72%
72%
72%
68%
68%
66%
65%
62%
61%
57%
57%
54%
50%
50%
46%
45%
43%
42%
39%
14%

88%
80%
76%
71%
70%
68%
65%
64%
62%
59%
58%
52%
51%
47%
44%
44%
43%
43%
41%
39%
32%
31%
29%
28%

sectoral analysis

% estimated marketing budgets for 2018-2018 for the year ahead by sector

% marketing team sizes by sector

1-5

6-10

11-20

21-40

40+

Under €1m

€1-5m

€5m +

Drinks
Telco/ICT

Gaming
FMCG

Utilities/Energy
Financial Services

IT/Tech
Retail

Travel/Airlines
E-commerce
Government

Motor
Healthcare & Medical

Hotel/Leisure
Agency

Manufacturing
Pharma & OTC

Education
Prof/Biz Services

Not for profit
Media & Publishing

Logistics & Transport
Construction/Property

Agri
Total

10%
23%
20%
20%
39%
35%
58%
45%
29%
47%
64%
33%
60%
64%
87%
72%
67%
75%
67%
90%
79%
86%
95%
100%
53%

23% 68%

15% 63%

20% 60%
39% 41%

25% 36%
32% 32%

11% 32%
25% 30%

43% 29%

24% 29%
7% 29%

44% 22%

25% 15%
25% 11%

3% 10%
19% 9%

25% 8%

22% 3%
31% 2

8% 3%
18% 3%

14%

5%

22% 25%

Drinks
Utilities / Energy

Telco/ICT
Financial Services

Gaming
Government

Agri
FMCG 

Travel/Airlines
E-commerce

Retail
Prof /Biz Services

Tech
Logistics & Transport

Hotel / Leisure 
Pharma & OTC

Media & Publishing
Education

Agency
Healthcare & Medical

Motor
Manufacturing

Not for profit
Construction/Property

Total

18%
18%
19%
23%
25%
25%
29%
31%
32%
33%
39%
45%
47%
50%
50%
53%
58%
63%
64%
65%
68%
73%
80%
86%
44%

15% 18% 18% 32%
18% 43% 18% 4%
11% 30% 13% 28%

21% 21% 6% 29%
38% 13% 25%
31% 31% 13%

43% 29%
29% 20% 8% 11%
18% 27% 5% 18%

17% 22% 6% 22%
9% 30% 13% 9%

18% 21% 13% 3%
10% 10% 1 32%

13% 13% 25%
23% 20% 3%3%

27% 13% 7%
28% 6% 8%

17% 17% 3%
13% 10% 4% 9%
15% 15% 5%

26% 5%
15% 12%

5% 11% 2 2
10% 5%

17% 18% 7% 15%
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sectoral analysis

Agency sector sentiment is on balance 
positive. 57% noted improved client 
sentiment in their sector and 90% expect 
improved or same trading conditions in 
the 12 months ahead.

However there continues to be cost 
escalation as well as a relentless 
downward margin pressure evident since 
the recession, coupled with a client 
expectation to get more, for less. 

A key development in the last year in 
particular is the entry of the Big Four 
and other professional service providers 
into the marketing space, offering brand, 
communications and marketing strategy 
consulting to their client base, competing 
with agencies for a slice of that pie. 
We also saw companies continue to 
bring some digital as well as day to 
day, creative comms development 
and implementation work in-house, 

also impacting on agencies. These 
developments are likely to continue. 

Many agencies are developing their 
strategic, advisory services in response 
to these developments. They are also 
responding to client demand for a fully 
integrated approach to communications, 
expanding their offerings to include 
digital and data led services in particular. 
Digitally integrated specialists, media 
houses, high level experiential agencies, 
insight and data led specialists and 
PR & corporate affairs agencies are 
performing well in particular and winning 
business in Ireland and internationally. 

In terms of talent and skills, agencies are 
seeking to attract digital and strategic 
planning and insight talent, UX/UI 
Specialists, PPC/SEM experts and senior 
talent coming to Ireland from the UK, 
USA, in their quest for success. 

The agency sector is comprised of a 
relatively young workforce in profile, the 
bulk of whom are in mid 30’s and younger 
and are digital natives. Indeed we see a 
lot of movement of those 45 years plus 
out of the agency world.  Because of this 
profile the sector competes in terms of 
talent acquisition and retention with the 
big brand FDI companies, in particular for 
strong account managers and those with 
digital/social media skills. 

Agencies are also hampered by less 
attractive packages. They offer less 
benefits in general and 45% of agency 
respondents had no salary increase 
last year, vs a survey average of 28%. 
Agencies access talent both by hiring 
directly using their networks and by using 
freelance talent.

agency

Role Survey Min Survey Max Survey Aver Alternatives View

Account Executive €20,000 €30,000 €25,357 €20,000-€35,000

Account Manager €30,000 €70,000 €48,382 €40,000-€70,000

Account Director-Mid level €50,000 €90,000 €66,711 €60,000-€80,000

Account Director-Senior level €60,000 €140,000 €90,000 €80,000-€100,000

CEO/MD/Country Mgr/Business Owner €70,000 €250,000 €135,909 €120,000-€200,000

Copywriter €50,000 €75,000 €62,500 €45,000-€65,000

Creative Director €50,000 €120,000 €81,667 €80,000-€120,000

Digital/Online Executive €20,000 €35,000 €27,500 €28,000-€35,000

Digital/Online Manager €50,000 €55,000 €52,500 €40,000-€65,000

Digital/Online Head Of €60,000 €90,000 €74,167 €75,000-€90,000

Marketing Executive €20,000 €35,000 €25,833 €28,000-€35,000

Project Manager €40,000 €50,000 €45,000 €40,000-€55,000

Research Manager €55,000 €85,000 €67,500 €60,000-€80,000

Research Head Of €65,000 €110,000 €83,000 €80,000-€110,000

Sales/Commercial Director €110,000 €180,000 €132,500 €85000-€100000

Strategic Planning Manager €80,000 €130,000 €98,333 €80,000-€100,000

Strategic Planning Head Of €95,000 €130,000 €110,625 €80,000-€140,000

sectoral analysis

The retail sector is Ireland’s largest 
industry and private sector employer. 
It also employs significant numbers of 
marketing, digital and data professionals. 
31% of this survey’s marketing/digital/
commercial respondents are non-
Dublin based, offering more regional 
opportunities than in other sectors. 

The retail sector is buoyant and growth 
has increased in line with the growth of 
employment and the consumer economy. 
It had an erratic year of sales results and 
footfall this year. Weather played a large 
part in grocery, gardening and DIY retail 
sales, with a prolonged winter balanced 
by a great summer. There was also a 
spike in sales around global events such 
as the World Cup.

72% of respondents report better 
customer sentiment than a year ago vs a 
survey average of 63%.  87% feel business 
in the sector will improve or stay the 
same (vs 90% survey average), but 13% 
think will deteriorate (vs 10% average). 
Brexit is a big factor in this. 57% believe it 
will have a negative impact on retail vs 
35% of total respondents.  

Retail is very competitive, driven by online 
to a large extent too, with falling prices 
across many categories. As in other 
sectors, the cost of doing business has 
continued to increase, putting pressure 
on margins and ultimately pressure on 
suppliers to retail. Grocery, with the rise 
of discounters, remains very competitive 
and less than 1% separates the top 3 
players. 

As a result there is a lot of responsibility 
strategically and tactically on the 
marketing function and although it can 
be very rewarding, it can also be a high 
pressure and fast paced environment 
within which to work. The fast turnaround 
required in retail and in particular in 
grocery, may also be why flexible and 
remote working are not offered as much 
as in other sectors. Just 24% vs a survey 
average of 44% can avail of flexible 
working hours; 20% can avail of remote 
working vs a survey average of 50%. 

It may also be a reason why 
engagement is relatively low (46% in 
retail vs 55% engagement levels of 7-10) 
and why those in the sector say they are 
considerably more likely to leave within 

the next two years (75% in retail vs a 
survey average of 60%). 

That said, retail presents some great 
career and learning opportunities. 
Marketing is seen as a strategic revenue 
driving function and it is more likely than 
many other sectors to be represented 
on the board.  They have the highest 
data analytics responsibility of all sectors 
(42% vs 31% average) and customer 
loyalty programmes are increasingly 
sophisticated and a key focus. There are 
significant online developments, as Irish 
market players are tasked with delivering 
as seamless a user experience online, 
as international players with significant 
resource and expertise. 

We have seen an increase in the demand 
for talent in the above areas, particularly 
for strong brand, consumer insight and 
strategic planning skills for grocery, 
pharmacy chains, DIY and garage 
forecourts. There has also been demand 
for professionals who can develop and 
apply clear data led, shopper marketing, 
segmentation and insight and deliver 
relevant customer experiences in-store.

retail

Role Survey Min Survey Max Survey Aver Alternatives View

Base Manager €75,000 €90,000 €82,500  €75,000-€90,000

Brand Manager €45,000 €70,000 €59,000 €45,000-€70,000

Senior Brand Manager €55,000 €85,000 €68,333 €55,000 - €85,000

Communications Head Of €120,000 €130,000 €125,000 €110,000-€140,000

Copywriter €25,000 €30,000 €27,500 €30,000 €45,000

CRM Manager €50,000 €55,000 €52,500 €55,000-€75,000

Data Analyst Manager €80,000 €85,000 €82,500 €80,000-€100,000

Digital/Online Executive €14,999 €40,000 €25,625 €25,000-€45,000

Digital/Online Manager €30,000 €45,000 €37,500 €55,000-€80,000

Digital/Online Director/CDO €130,000 €140,000 €135,000 €120,000-€150,000

E-Commerce Manager/Head of €65,000 €75,000 €70,000 €80,000-€120,000

Insights Manager €65,000 €85,000 €75,000 €75,000-€85,000

Marketing Assistant/Executive €25,000 €35,000 €30,000 €25,000-€35,000

Marketing Manager €35,000 €110,000 €67,031 €50,000-€100,000

Marketing Head Of/Controller €50,000 €150,000 €98,000 €80,000-€110,000

Marketing Director/CMO €130,000 €160,000 €145,000 €140,000-€200,000
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sectoral analysis

Financial services respondents recorded the most improved 
customer sentiment vs a year ago (71% vs survey average 
of 63%) and 62% vs a survey average of 54% expect better 
trading conditions in the year ahead.

The overall banking sector outlook has improved, with 
bad loans provisions going down and new business 
increasing. Banks continue to deal with a perfect storm of 
regulation and disruption and there is much debate about 
the business model – branches vs online, partnering with 
fintechs. There have been a number of changes at CEO 
level in the key banking players and a commitment from all 
on growth, an improved culture and an increased focus on 
the customer.

Banks continue to look to other sectors for talent, 
particularly in areas such as marketing & analytics. There 
is an understanding that they need to disrupt themselves 
before others do it to them. They are actively seeking to 
gain competitive edge by challenging received wisdom 
and learning from other sectors such as telcos and gaming 
sectors and are very open to diaspora and international 
talent, in particular from the UK, USA and Australia.

Although comparatively less negative about Brexit 
than other sectors (25% negative vs 35% average) Brexit 
uncertainty still hovers on the horizon. On the upside of 
Brexit, London HQ’d International banks and insurers are 
looking for new EU homes in order to passport products. 
Despite this however, marketing, digital and data 
employees are not expected to increase in large numbers 
as these roles will continue to be positioned in HQs.

 In terms of Fintech, the Irish market continues to grow 
with certain firms maturing in terms of marketing, digital 
& analytics. In general, Fintech firms still tend towards 
technologists and product managers, yet are increasing 
their focus on the customer and on brand and value 
proposition differentiation. Insurance companies continue 
to become more customer focused too and are driving 
their capabilities in data analytics, digital, proposition 
development and branding.

The top skills needed to fulfil their remit, according to 
financial services respondents, are consumer insight, 
strategic planning, data analytics and innovation. We see 
this reflected in the role opportunities in this sector, where 
demand in the overall sector last 12 months has been high 
for proposition and segment managers, insight, research 
and planning professionals, base planners, product 
marketers and digital specialists across the sector.

Also, given the engagement issues faced by financial 
services, as well as other sectors, we have seen marketing 
function increasingly involved in this area with HR, resulting 
in a subsequent increase in internal communications and 
cultural change roles. 

financial services
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financial services

Role Survey Min Survey Max Survey Aver Alternatives View

Base Manager €65,000 €70,000 €67,500 €60,000-€75,000

Brand Head of €100,000 €180,000 €131,667 €120,000-€150,000

Brand Manager €30,000 €75,000 €50,833 €45,000-€65,000

Business Development Manager €35,000 €80,000 €50,833 €45,000-€70,000

Campaign Manager €45,000 €55,000 €50,000 €50,000-€75,000

Communications Practitioner €30,000 €45,000 €37,500 €30,000-€50,000

Communications Manager €45,000 €90,000 €66,250 €60,000-€90,000

Communications Head Of €70,000 €120,000 €97,500 €95,000-€125,000

Customer Experience Manager €50,000 €80,000 €65,000 €50,000-€90,000

Customer Experience Head Of €85,000 €140,000 €111,250 €100,000-€140,000

Data Analyst Manager €65,000 €70,000 €67,500 €65,000-€80,000

Data Scientist Head of/Director €100,000 €110,000 €105,000 €100,000-€130,000

Digital/Online Executive €40,000 €45,000 €42,500 €40,000-€45,000

Digital/Online Head Of €85,000 €130,000 €105,500 €110,000-€130,000

Insights Manager €65,000 €85,000 €75,000 €75,000-€85,000

Loyalty Manager €75,000 €110,000 €95,833 €70,000-€100,000

Marketing Executive €25,000 €50,000 €35,833 €30,000-€45,000

Marketing Executive Senior €30,000 €50,000 €41,667 €40,000-€55,000

Marketing Manager €50,000 €100,000 €67,794 €60,000-€90,000

Marketing Head Of/Controller €80,000 €150,000 €101,818 €100,000-€140,000

Marketing Director/CMO €120,000 €220,000 €161,000 €140,000-€250,000

Product Manager €55,000 €90,000 €67,500 €60,000-€90,000

Product Head of/Director €95,000 €170,000 €135,625 €110,000-€160,000

Project Manager €65,000 €90,000 €74,167 €70,000-€85,000

Proposition/Segment Head Of €95,000 €130,000 €109,167 €100,000-€150,000

sectoral analysis

financial services Snapshot

• 63% Irish owned
• 64% more than 500 employees 
• 91% Dublin based 
• Most likely to be in permanent roles
• Most likely to use contractors & 

consultants
• Most likely to offer pensions
• More likely to have had a salary increase 
• Customer sentiment most improved (71%)  
• 62% improved trading next 12m 
• Less negative views on Brexit
• ATL and sponsorship more likely  
• Engagement less than average 

salary, market insights & sentiment survey 2018
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sectoral analysis

FMCG continues to be a competitive 
sector, facing ongoing challenges 
from very active retailers. That 
said, 56% considered consumer 
sentiment to be a little better in their 
sector in the past 12 months, an 
improvement on what was actually 
anticipated last year, when only 40% 
of respondents thought conditions 
would improve.

In spite of this relatively downbeat 
outlook a year ago, plus the 
uncertainty around Brexit in the 
background, the FMCG & Drinks 
sectors were very active this year. 
We saw demand for commercially 
aware talent across a range of 
skills including digital, innovation, 
shopper marketing and blue chip 
brand management. Most of these 
opportunities have been around 
the mid-management level with 
a strong mix of contract or flexible 
requirements coming to market. 

There has been a lot of focus on 
Irish and local provenance in the 

food sector in particular, and on 
sustainability and quality which 
has helped Irish providers. Last 
year continued to see ongoing 
innovation in the industry and it was 
encouraging to see opportunities 
growing within indigenous Irish 
organisations, as they establish 
small but scaling, talented teams 
here to facilitate global ambitions 
for innovative new products. This 
is likely to continue with FMCG 
respondents focusing on insight,  
and innovation as key skills central 
to their success in the year ahead. 

Marketing is considered a very 
strategic function in FMCG (83% 
vs 64% average) and the sector is 
very open to bringing diaspora or 
international talent with experience 
in strategy and brand building into 
their organisations to drive this 
further. 

Brexit however remains a key 
concern for this sector.  57% believe 
Brexit will have a very negative or 

negative impact on them, vs the 35% 
average. The sector is less optimistic 
than others on the outlook for the 
next 12 months. 41% only expect 
improved trading conditions, less 
than the average of 54% and 15% 
expect conditions to deteriorate vs 
an average of 10%. As a result we 
anticipate an increased focus on 
export markets in the year ahead 
as companies seek to reduce their 
high level of dependence on the UK 
market. 

The drinks sector has seen 
significant success both in Ireland 
and internationally in recent times. 
Drinks respondents are more likely 
to work in internationally owned 
businesses, with 200+ employees. 
The sector is also the most gender 
balanced (42% male/58% female). It 
is an attractive sector to work in and 
engagement scores are higher than 
average. It was the sector with the 
best range of benefits in comprise 
terms and the sector most likely to 
have got a salary increase last year.  
It is also the sector that has double 
the likelihood of the average to be 
considered strategic and to have a 
place on the Board (88% vs 44%).

Customer sentiment has been good, 
but as with FMCG the sector is less 
positive than others on the trading 
conditions ahead. This is driven by 
Brexit with 59% (vs 35% average) 
believing Brexit will have a very 
negative or negative impact on 
them. 52% are planning increased 
marketing budgets and a focus on 
innovation and insight to ensure 
continued growth.  This is mirrored 
in the roles that we see are most in 
demand-global innovation and blue 
chip, consumer brand management. 

fmcg

drinks
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fmcg & drinks

Role Survey Min Survey Max Survey Aver Alternatives View

Brand Head of €80,000 €120,000 €98,750 €80,000-€120,000

Brand Manager €30,000 €85,000 €52,300 €45,000-€70,000

Senior Brand Manager €55,000 €85,000 €68,333 €55,000 - €85,000

Category Manager €55,000 €65,000 €60,000 €55,000-€80,000

CEO/MD/Country Mgr/Business Owner €110,000 €160,000 €138,333 €120,000-€250,000

Communications Manager €45,000 €70,000 €57,500 €60,000-€90,000

Communications Director €120,000 €160,000 €140,000 €120,000-€160,000

Corporate/Public Affairs Manager €80,000 €85,000 €82,500 €70,000-€90,000

Customer Experience Manager €50,000 €65,000 €57,500 €50,000-€65,000 

Digital/Online Manager €40,000 €45,000 €42,500 €65,000-€75,000

Digital/Online Head Of €95,000 €110,000 €101,250 €85,000-€120,000

Innovation Manager €60,000 €75,000 €67,500 €75,000-€110,000

Insights Manager €50,000 €85,000 €64,500 €65,000-€80,000

Insights Head Of €100,000 €130,000 €111,667 €100,000-€130,000

Marketing Assistant €15,000 €50,000 €32,500 €25,000-€35,000

Marketing Executive €30,000 €40,000 €35,000 €35,000-€45,000

Marketing Manager €45,000 €110,000 €73,021 €65,000-€85,000

Marketing Head Of/Controller €55,000 €140,000 €95,000 €90,000-€150,000

Marketing Director/CMO €80,000 €180,000 €124,531 €130,000-€200,000

Sales/Commercial Manager €85,000 €110,000 €93,333 €75,000-€100,000

Strategic Planning Head Of €110,000 €120,000 €115,000 €100,000-€120,000

sectoral analysis

fmcg Snapshot

• 51% internationally owned  
• 64% more than 200 employees 
• More regional and Kildare 

based 
• More in fixed term contracts
• More likely to have salary 

increase
• Better benefits than average 
• 83% marketing in strategic role 
• Customer sentiment a little 

better/same
• Less likely improved trading 

next 12m 
• Much more negative on Brexit
• 80% budgets €1m+ vs 54% av
• ATL, promotions, research 

spend 
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sectoral analysis

This sector includes a broad range of 
respondents in areas such as consulting, 
legal, accounting. It includes the larger 
professional services organisations 
with 52% working in businesses of 
500+ employees. However 57% are 
also Irish owned and over a third 
work in businesses of 50 employees 
or less.  Respondents are typically 
country managers/owners, marketing 
specialists from executive to director 
level, communications, events and digital 
specialists and consultants.

Professional services companies have 
thrived in recent years, having helped 
organisations deal with recession, 
optimise FDI European operations and 
more recently contingency plan for Brexit 
and compliance plan for GDPR. They 
have also moved increasingly into the 
marketing and customer advisory space 
and are expanding their marketing and 
their consulting teams to meet this need. 

The outlook for the sector is upbeat. 68% 
of all respondents feel that sentiment in 
their sector has improved vs 63% of the 
survey average. Their outlook is the most 
positive with 68% predicting positive 
trading conditions in the year ahead 

(vs 54% average) and indeed 20% see a 
positive outcome for them from Brexit 
(vs 10% average). Against this backdrop, 
budgets, two thirds of which are €1m 
or less, will hold steady or increase and 
focus on events, sponsorship, digital 
content, PR and research. 

The role of marketing can be complex 
in professional services organisations, 
particularly when navigating the 
sometimes complex decision-making 
nature of partner led organisations 
and the sometimes more traditional 
view held of what marketing is and can 
deliver (often in a communications, 
events and tender/bid process space). 
This is reinforced by the results. Less 
than half of respondents in this sector 
feel that marketing is perceived as a 
strategic function vs an average of 64%. 
40% believe it is considered a support 
function only (vs 29% last year), almost 
double the survey average of 21%. This 
is also reinforced by the KPIs given to 
respondents in this sector. They are 
much less likely to be measured on key 
commercial and brand KPI’s and 45% are 
not measured on the wide range of KPIs 
included in the survey at all vs 29% on 
average. 

Responsibility for data sits in marketing 
more in this sector than the average (35% 
vs 30%). This coupled with the stated 
growing importance of insight and 
data analytics skills, suggests that the 
marketing function will play a more value 
add role in this critical area and more 
broadly in the single view of the customer 
in the future and offers opportunity to 
those with these skills. 

We have seen steady growth in demand 
for professionals across this sector, for 
roles in marketing management, events, 
communications, bid management 
and corporate affairs, with particular 
preference shown to those with previous 
professional services experience.

Despite different perspectives on the 
role that marketing plays, professional 
services businesses remain an attractive 
place to work and engagement is 
comparatively higher than in other 
sectors. They have focused on employee 
engagement, including offering flexible 
working solutions, to retain and attract 
talent. Respondents are more likely to 
recommend their employer to a friend 
(68% vs 60% average) and are more 
engaged than the average (60% vs 55%).

professional & business services

Role Survey Min Survey Max Survey Aver Alternatives View

CEO/MD/Country Mgr/Business Owner €70,000 €250,000 €139,583 €130,000-€250,000

Communications Manager €65,000 €70,000 €67,500 €65,000-€85,000

Consultant €45,000 €110,000 €65,714 €85,000-€120,000

Consultant-Senior €70,000 €150,000 €106,786 €85,000-€150,000

Digital/Online Manager €45,000 €65,000 €55,000 €55,000-€70,000

Events Manager €35,000 €60,000 €47,500 €50,000-€70,000

Internal Communications Manager €65,000 €70,000 €67,500 €65,000-€85,000

Marketing Executive €25,000 €40,000 €33,750 €35,000-€45,000

Marketing Manager €40,000 €85,000 €63,000 €60,000-€90,000

Marketing Head Of/Controller €65,000 €80,000 €73,750 €70,000-€120,000

Marketing Director/CMO €80,000 €160,000 €112,500 €120,000-€200,000

Research Head Of €80,000 €85,000 €82,500 €85,000-€100,000

Sponsorship Manager €65,000 €75,000 €70,000 €65,000-€85,000

sectoral analysis

In this section we cover fixed, mobile 
and quad play telco services. Other IOT 
companies are included in the IT/tech 
section. Key players are for the most part 
large international companies (82% of 
respondents in this sector work for foreign 
owned companies), employing 500+, in 
relatively big marketing teams and with 
good budgets. There are also a number 
of MVNO’s.

The marketplace itself is complex, 
evolving and competitive, increasingly 
overlapping with other IOT providers 
and indeed competing to enable the 
digital and interconnected economy. 
Stakeholders have stringent top line 
revenue, profit and cashflow objectives 
and the marketing function is seen as 
driver of this. 74% feel that the marketing 
function is perceived as a strategic, 
revenue driving partner, vs a survey 
average of 64%.

Ongoing customer acquisition is critical 
in delivering objectives and bundling of 
telephony/mobile/broadband and TV/
entertainment continues be important. 
However increasing customer retention 

and reducing churn are most critical 
and driving a superior customer service 
proposition and experience in all 
channels, as well as rewarding loyalty are 
key. KPIs reflect this focus and this sector 
is the most likely to have customer led 
KPI’s- particularly in customer acquisition, 
satisfaction, retention and NPS metrics.

Despite being competitive, the last 
year has been generally positive for 
the sector. 68% say customer sentiment 
improved vs a survey average of 63%. 
88% anticipate it will continue to improve 
or stay the same in the year ahead. 
They are also one of the sectors that feel 
least concerned by Brexit. Only 22% feel 
it will have a negative impact vs 35% on 
average.

In terms of career opportunities in this 
sector, there has been consolidation 
rather than growth. There is less focus 
on strong brand and strategic planning 
expertise and more on commercial 
marketing, digital, as well as some 
proposition, retention and base 
management expertise. There were 
opportunities for those from B2B telco 

backgrounds in the enterprise/SME side 
of these businesses. 

The sector tends to recruit from within the 
industry or from other service industries 
such as gaming and financial services. 
They access contractors and consultants 
as needed. 

There has also been ongoing demand for 
data analytics/data scientists, although 
given the central role of data within 
Telco’s, it is the sector where data is most 
likely to sit in a separate data function 
(41% vs 25% average), and is least likely to 
sit in the marketing function (19% telco vs 
31% average). 

Packages are good. Benefits are above 
average and over two thirds got a salary 
increase last year. The sector offers the 
most flexible/remote working (68% flex vs 
45 %; 70% remote vs 50%).

However, despite this, respondents in 
this sector feel slightly less engaged 
than average and are significantly more 
likely to leave within 2 years (78% vs 60% 
average). 

telco

Role Survey Min Survey Max Survey Aver Alternatives View

Base Manager €50,000 €55,000 €52,500 €60,000-€75,000

Brand Manager €45,000 €60,000 €52,500 €50,000-€70,000

Campaign Manager €55,000 €80,000 €65,833 €60,000-€80,000

Communications Practitioner €40,000 €70,000 €55,000 €50,000-€80,000

Communications Head Of €110,000 €120,000 €115,000 €100,000-€120,000

Corporate/Public Affairs Manager €80,000 €85,000 €82,500 €70,000-€90,000

Data/Digital Data Analyst €30,000 €55,000 €46,250 €45,000-€75,000

Digital/Online Manager €50,000 €80,000 €65,000 €50,000-€80,000

Digital/Online Head Of €85,000 €120,000 €102,500 €100,000-€120,000

Digital/Online Director/CDO €110,000 €120,000 €115,000 €120,000-€140,000

Graphic Designer/Designer €45,000 €100,000 €72,500 €35,000-€65,000

Insights Manager €65,000 €80,000 €72,500 €60,000-€90,000

Loyalty Manager €55,000 €60,000 €57,500 €70,000-€90,000

Marketing Executive €25,000 €50,000 €35,833 €30,000-€45,000

Marketing Head Of/Controller €75,000 €80,000 €77,500 €80,000-€130,000

Marketing Director/CMO €80,000 €200,000 €142,500 €150,000-€200,000

Marketing Manager €40,000 €100,000 €68,056 €60,000-€90,000

Performance Marketing Manager €65,000 €80,000 €72,500 €60,000-€90,000

Product Manager €85,000 €90,000 €87,500 €65,000-€90,000

Product Manager Head Of/Director €120,000 €130,000 €125,000 €100,000-€140,000

Project Manager €60,000 €75,000 €67,500 €60,000-€85,000

Proposition/Segment Head Of €75,000 €110,000 €91,250 €100,000-€120,000

Sponsorship Manager €80,000 €85,000 €82,500 €65,000-€85,000

Sponsorship Head Of €120,000 €130,000 €125,000 €100,000-€120,000
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sectoral analysis

The tech sector in Ireland is very vibrant and 
diverse, with a mix of long established operators, 
newer but globally recognised players, and 
innovative, often well-funded Irish SME’s and start-
ups.  

This mix is reflected in the survey where we saw a 
broad and representative mix of tech respondents. 
44% work in already established companies of over 
500 employees and with big teams and budgets. 
26% work in smaller, start up or scaling companies 
of under 50 employees; 

Similarly there are variances in marketing team 
size. 39% work in teams of 60+ vs an average of just 
13% and on the other end of the scale, 47% work 
in small marketing teams of 1-5 people (vs a 38% 
survey average).

The outlook in the sector is positive. 93% of tech 
respondents anticipate that trading conditions 
will improve or stay the same and with their global 
remit, feel less impacted by Brexit than other 
sectors (just 22% foresee a negative impact vs 35% 
on average). Indeed Brexit may provide a potential 
influx of talent from London in particular. 

The role of marketing can vary considerably in 
the sector. Technology companies by their very 
nature prioritise technology and can be very IT/
engineering led, to the detriment of a market/
customer focus.  63% (vs average of 64%) say that 
marketing plays a strategic role in their company 
and 44% have representation at board level. Less 
than the survey average consider themselves a 
support function only. 

Our sense is that the role of marketing is increasing 
in importance, in line with the need, driven by big 
brands in the US in particular, to differentiate and 
to motivate employees with a brand and company 
that is driven by a greater purpose, mission and 
values. As a result there is solid demand for good 
marketing and brand professionals- from executive 
up to marketing director, from service backgrounds 
predominantly. For larger companies there is also 
a requirement for those with robust corporate and 
internal comms experience. 

We are also seeing ongoing demand for strong 
product management professionals with tech/
SaaS experience in particular, with international 
exposure. There is also a need for digital/
demand generation, social media and account 
management skills and these are usually brought in 
at a support-practitioner level, where competition 
from FDI and other employers is high. Data analysts 
are, like other sectors, highly sought after, some 
working into the marketing function, some in 
separate data or other functions. 

Benefits on offer in the tech sector vary 
substantially by company size, with larger 
companies providing better benefits across the 
board and smaller companies providing less. All 
offer more flexible/remote working (53% flex vs 45% 
average; 61% remote vs 50% average.) Those in the 
tech sector are more engaged than average (60% 
vs 55% average) although 26% are not sure they 
would recommend their employer to a friend and 
60% plan to move on within 2 years in line with the 
survey average.  

tech
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tech

Role Survey Min Survey Max Survey Aver Alternatives View

Account Manager €40,000 €55,000 €47,500 €50,000-€80,000

Business Development Manager €50,000 €80,000 €65,000 €60,000-€80,000

Business Development Director €100,000 €170,000 €135,000 €120,000-€180,000

Campaign Manager €55,000 €70,000 €62,500 €50,000-€75,000

CEO/MD/Country Mgr/Business Owner €100,000 €120,000 €110,000 €120,000-€250,000+

Communications Manager €60,000 €110,000 €83,750 €60,000-€90,000

Content Manager €20,000 €60,000 €40,833 €40,000-€65,000

Data Analyst/Digital Data Analyst €25,000 €55,000 €40,000 €50,000-€65,000

Data Analyst Manager €85,000 €110,000 €100,000 €80,000-€100,000

Digital/Online Executive €30,000 €35,000 €32,500 €35,000-€45,000

Digital/Online Manager €50,000 €60,000 €55,000 €55,000-€75,000

Digital/Online Director/CDO €180,000 €200,000 €190,000 €130,000-€200,000

Insights Head Of €95,000 €100,000 €97,500 €90,000-€110,000

Marketing Executive €25,000 €45,000 €32,500 €35,000-€45,000

Marketing Executive Senior €35,000 €45,000 €40,833 €40,000-€55,000

Marketing Manager €35,000 €90,000 €60,909 €60,000-€90,000

Marketing Head Of/Controller €50,000 €140,000 €83,542 €90,000-€130,000

Marketing Director/CMO €95,000 €150,000 €130,313 €100,000-€170,000

Product Manager €50,000 €70,000 €60,000 €70,000-€100,000

Programme Manager €75,000 €130,000 €95,500 €80,000-€120,000

Sales & Marketing Director €80,000 €100,000 €90,000 €120,000-€150,000

Sales/Commercial Manager €75,000 €110,000 €91,250 €80,000-€110,000

Sales/Commercial Director €100,000 €220,000 €160,000 €120,000-€200,000

SEO/SEM/PPC Specialist €25,000 €30,000 €27,500 €35,000-€55,000

Social Media/Community Manager €55,000 €60,000 €57,500 €60,000-€75,000

sectoral analysis

IT Snapshot

• Mix of business size
• 83% Dublin based 
• 64% Internationally owned  
• More gender balanced
• More have contracted before 
• More likely to have salary increase 
• Less benefits – but varies by size
• More flexible/remote working 
• KPIs more customer acquisition/

conversion 
• 64% marketing strategic role 
• 93% trading to improve/same
• Less impacted by Brexit 
• Mix of budget size
• Digital, events, direct mail  
• More engaged than average 
• 60% leave within 2 years

salary, market insights & sentiment survey 2018
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sectoral analysis

Compared to others, this is a relatively 
recently liberalised and competitive 
sector, represented by both international 
players and commercial semi-state 
concerns. It is a highly competitive 
market. Consumer sentiment improved, 
but less than noted in other sectors. 89% 
feel trading conditions will improve or 
stay the same in the year ahead, with 
Brexit having limited impact. 

The marketing function often operates 
in what can be described as a hybrid 
environment, where commercial market 
dynamics co-exist with public sector 
dynamics. The business is often relatively 
political in nature and often engineering 
and finance led.  In this context, the role 
of marketing and understanding of same 
can be a challenge (marketing can be 
perceived as advertising, PR and digital). 
Only 46% of respondents in this sector 
feel that marketing is perceived to play 
a strategic role in their organisations, 
vs a survey average of 64%. 29% feel 
they service rather than lead, playing a 
support role, vs a 21% average. 

However, it remains an attractive 
sector to work in and provides great 

opportunity for learning. There is 
interesting work being done in data/
segmentation and responsibility for 
data sits more in marketing than in other 
sectors (36% vs 30% average). There 
are also big change management and 
transformation programmes and projects 
in this sector. 

Given the liberalisation of the market, 
both customer acquisition strategies 
and customer retention strategies are 
a focus for different players. There is 
also significant branding and brand 
reputation work in the sector and 
corporate and internal comms offer 
interesting opportunities. 61% have €1m 
plus budgets (vs average of 54%), a lot of 
which goes into ATL spend. KPI’s reflect 
the above focus. This sector has the 
highest customer acquisition KPI’s (57% vs 
21% average) and brand metric KPI’s. 

We have seen some great contract 
and permanent positions come to the 
market in this sector, and have noted 
the growing demand for talent and skills 
in areas such as branding, digital and 
internal/corporate communications, 
retention/CRM and data. The ability 

to operate at a senior level with strong 
stakeholder management skills is critical. 

At times the sector struggles to 
compete for talent due to low salaries 
in comparison to other sectors. That 
said, in the last year, 81% got a salary 
increase vs 62% average, predominantly 
of a magnitude of 1-5 %. It also provides 
relatively good benefits in general which 
helps mitigate lower salaries. The sector 
tends to offer more non-contributory 
pensions and more flexible/remote 
working (66% flexible vs 45% average;  
63% remote vs 50% average). 

The sector is also frequently under hiring 
restrictions and this coupled with small 
enough teams (43% have 11-20 in team) 
and maternity leave gaps, can result in 
added pressures for the function. 

Although respondents are slightly less 
personally engaged than average, 
they are more likely to recommend their 
company 64% vs 60% and are more likely 
to stay 2 years plus (48% vs 40% survey 
average).

utilities/energy

Role Survey Min Survey Max Survey Aver Alternatives View

Campaign Executive €55,000 €60,000 €57,500 €45,000-€60,000

Category Manager €95,000 €100,000 €97,500 €75,000-€100,000

Communications Practitioner €40,000 €55,000 €47,500 €50,000-€70,000

Communications Manager €45,000 €90,000 €66,250 €60,000-€90,000

Communications Head Of €100,000 €110,000 €105,000 €100,000-€120,000

Customer Experience Manager €50,000 €80,000 €65,000 €65,000-€90,000

Data/Digital Data Analyst €30,000 €55,000 €46,250 €45,000-€75,000

Insights Manager €65,000 €70,000 €67,500 €65,000-€80,000

Internal Communications Manager €65,000 €100,000 €79,167 €55,000-€85,000

Marketing Executive €30,000 €35,000 €32,500 €30,000-€45,000

Marketing Manager €55,000 €85,000 €71,250 €65,000-€85,000

Marketing Head Of/Controller €95,000 €110,000 €101,250 €100,000-€120,000

Marketing Director/CMO €130,000 €200,000 €162,500 €140,000-€200,000

Performance Marketing Manager €60,000 €65,000 €62,500 €65,000-€85,000

Proposition/Segment Manager €75,000 €80,000 €77,500 €70,000-€85,000

Sponsorship Manager €50,000 €100,000 €75,000 €60,000-€90,000

Strategic Planning Head Of €100,000 €110,000 €105,000 €100,000-€120,000

the sponsors

The Marketing Institute is the professional body for 
Ireland’s marketing people. It exists “to enable marketers 
to build great brands and great careers”. It does this 
by sharing best practice, insights and expert content, 
building the community of marketers, and aiding 
marketers in career progression. The three themes of 
content, community and career underpin all Institute 
activities. The Marketing Institute also owns and operates 
the All Ireland Marketing Awards, the CMO Summit, and 
DMX Dublin, Ireland’s largest marketing conference.

If you would like to know more about us 
contact us on:
 
hello@mii.ie 
+ 353 1 295 2355

www.mii.ie
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our tribe changes the game by
NOT ACCEPTING ordinary. They are customer 
evangelists and marketing natives, operating in
a data driven, digitally enhanced age. THEY LIVE
AT THE FRONT OF TRENDS and new technologies, 
bringing insight, understanding and immersive 
experiences to their customers. They recognise 
that to be truly successful, they must put the 
customer at the heart of their company  
strategy. Our tribe build outstanding brands  
and businesses.

the sponsors

At Alternatives we connect with precision and agility,  
the best with the best, transforming your business and 
your career.

We provide in demand talent, with leadership, marketing, 
customer, digital & data skills, who put the customer firmly 
at the heart of their businesses.

 
We provide a diverse range of talent solutions, to allow 
you access in demand talent, on demand.

Alternatives Flexible Panel
Your agile team of Interim Managers, contractors, 
consultants, on hand to transform and unlock growth of 
your brand and business.

Recruitment Solutions & Executive Search
From full recruitment process management, to modular 
solutions.  Connecting you with precision to the best.  
With flexibility to suit your process and budget.

Our passion  
To be first to the future, ensuring you are too. To break 
new ground on customer centric talent solutions. To help 
businesses grow and people develop great careers.

Alter your trajectory with Alternatives.

hello@alternatives.ie  
+353 1 661 8889  
 
www.alternatives.ie
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T. + 353 1 295 2355
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